
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



  

WELCOME 
Congratulations on your new role as sister development 
chairman (SDC)! Get ready for a leadership experience of a 
lifetime. Your service to Phi Sigma Sigma, in this capacity, is 
going to have an impact that will serve the Fraternity in 
immensurable ways. 

Phi Sigma Sigma is composed of women, both undergraduate 
and alumnae, who share the same principles and values. It is 
your aim to lay the foundation for an experience that allows 
new members to learn and grow.  

During the Phi Program, you will teach and bring to life the  
Phi Sigma Sigma basics and what sets our Fraternity apart 
from others. Use this guidebook to plan, prepare and execute 
the premier new member experience our members deserve.  

While you are leading and teaching the new members, you are 
likely to learn about yourself and the organization in ways you 
cannot expect. Thank you for serving Phi Sigma Sigma, and for 
doing your part to make it a sisterhood that will impact women 
for generations to come. 
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The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma 

NEW MEMBER EDUCATION MODULES 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma serves as the focal point of the Phi Program and 
serves as a guiding aim for the Fraternity at every turn.  

I believe a woman who serves is a woman who leads. 
I will devote myself at all times to upholding the ideals of Phi Sigma Sigma. 

 
I believe in faith, love and sincerity. 

I will find strength in the lifelong friendships I share in the bonds of our sisterhood. 
 

I believe in the advancement of womanhood. 
I will make the most of educational opportunities throughout my life and will become a 

woman of substance, character and influence. 
 

I believe in the perpetuity of Phi Sigma Sigma. 
I will build to the walls of our Pyramid. 

 
Once a Phi Sigma Sigma, Always a Phi Sigma Sigma 

 
 

 

2 
SERVANT 

LEADERSHIP 

3 
FRIENDSHIP & 
SISTERHOOD 

4 
ADVANCEMENT OF 

WOMENAHOOD 

5 
PERPETUITY OF 

THE FRATERNITY  

1 
WELCOME & 

ORIENTATION 

6 
ONCE, ALWAYS 

The Phi Program modules are built upon The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma. Modules 
one and six are designed to transition new members into the program and out to 
their initiation. The majority of the education is executed in modules 2-5.  
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  The Basics 
The special and unique symbols of Phi Sigma Sigma tell the beautiful story of our founding and 
outward branding of our sisterhood.   

SYMBOL 
 

SPHINX 

STONE 
 

SAPPHIRE 
 

TWIN 
IDEALS 

 
THE BROTHERHOOD OF 

MAN AND THE 
ALLEVIATION OF THE 

WORLD’S PAIN 
 

COLORS 
 

KING BLUE & GOLD 
 

FLOWER 
 

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE 
 

OPEN 
MOTTO 

 
DIOKETE HUPSALA  

(AIM HIGH) 

We love you so, Phi Sigma Sigma 
Cherished Fraternity 
Our love will grow, Phi Sigma Sigma 
Until eternity. 
Your Sphinxhead proud and true 
Binds us all to you 
Where ‘er we go, Phi Sigma Sigma 
First in our hearts you’ll be. 

LIEBESTRAUM 
OFFICIAL HYMN 

L I T P 
 

LOVE IN THE PYRAMID 
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  The Six Virtues 
For more than 100 years, these six words have been basis for the Phi Sigma Sigma’s ritual.  They 
are the ties that bind us together.  If we are truly to live our ritual, it should be the foundation for 
our actions – as individuals and as an organization.  
 

01 // FRIENDSHIP 

02 // FAITH 

03 // SINCERITY 

04 // INTEGRITY 

05 // LOVE 

06 // SISTERHOOD 

MODULE ZERO 

Module Zero represents the preparation you, as SDC, will need to take to 
prepare to bring the Phi Program to life. While, Phi Sigma Sigma provides 
you a framework and curriculum to guide you, it is your thoughtful 
preparation and intent that turn the Phi Program into a new member 
experience that represents the premier membership experience Phi Sigma 
Sigma promises all members.  
 
Read. Take notes. Ask questions. Reflect. Make it personal. Deliver a 
memorable, respectful and intentional new member experience.  
 

SIX VIRTUES OF   
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A PROGRAM 
& AN EXPERIENCE 

THE FOUNDERS OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
 

PROVIDED IN THE NEW MEMBER FOLDER INSERTS & APPENDIX 
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NEW MEMBER EDUCATOR 

Your Role 

While you will find that you wear many hats 
during your time as SDC, it is important you stay 
focused on the aspects of the Phi Program that 
are critical to the new members’ success. Your 
preparedness and mindset entering into the 
role will make a difference in the future of your 
chapter. 

As a part of your responsibilities as SDC, we ask that you provide an 
environment that is consistent and allows for balance in the lives of the 
new members. New members can expect to be busier in comparison 
to unaffiliated students, and their time should be respected.  
 
We ask that you make every effort to cross-program with other new 
member or chapter events in order to maximize time and resources 
during the new member period. 
 
Once you have drafted your calendar of events, take a step back and 
consider that on top of all you have planned, they are also responsible 
for chapter events, course work, wellness, jobs or volunteer 
commitments, etc. To avoid excessive scheduling, remember 
education and learning about the Fraternity does not stop when 
someone is initiated. Try separating in your mind the aspects that are 

PROVIDING CONSISTANCY 
& BALANCE 

The Phi Program is designed to meet the needs of all chapters of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. The framework is built to allow you, as the SDC, to adjust 
and account for campus specific needs. It is critical you spend sufficient 
time considering what is best for your implementation of the Phi 
Program in your chapter. Be sure to take into consideration the 
Fraternity’s provided policies, program/curriculum and best practices.  
 
The Fraternity may require or ask to review your plans prior to bid day. 
In many cases, your campus may also require you to provide them with 
your new member education plans. You are welcome to share any of 
the materials provided in the Phi Program with university staff 
members.  
 

PURPOSEFUL PLANNING 

As a part of your role as sister development chairman (SDC) you have the great privilege of 
serving as the primary educator to the new members of your chapter. 
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Once you have drafted your calendar of events, take a step back and 
consider that on top of all you have planned, they are also responsible 
for chapter events, course work, wellness, jobs or volunteer 
commitments, etc. To avoid excessive scheduling, remember education 
and learning about the Fraternity does not stop when someone is 
initiated. Try separating in your mind the aspects that are “have to” and 
the portions of your program that are “would like to” and prioritize from 
there. 
 

 

PROVIDING CONSISTANCY 
& BALANCE (CONTINUED) 
 

If the goal is to create a home for new members in Phi Sigma Sigma, it 
is important you take an active role in helping new members to see and 
experience the value of sisterhood. At some point during your 
program, a new member(s) may determine that joining the organization 
is not for her. As someone she has likely spent a good deal of time with 
already, it is part of your role to help to retain her as a part of the new 
member class. While, some women will cite finances or a lack of 
interest in sorority life, it is your job to read between the lines and try 
to understand why she has yet to see or experience the value of our 
sisterhood. 

MANAGE RETENTION 

DISCUSSING RETENTION 

Listen carefully to her responses to determine how the chapter might be able to meet 
those needs moving forward. Express empathy and an effort to improve her experience 
to add the value she is looking for.  
 
Following the conversation, whether it ends in her continuing or not, meet with other 
officers to use the feedback provided to improve the new member and chapter 
experiences. It is likely that she is not alone in feeling this way. 
 

QUESTIONS  
TO ASK OF A  
NEW MEMBER  

REQUESTING TO 
DISASSOCIATE: 

1. When did you start having doubts about joining?  
 

2. What specific concerns do you have? 
 

3. How has Phi Sigma Sigma impacted your 
semester or student experience so far? 
 

4. What do you think would help make your 
experience more engaging? 
 

5. Are you willing to continue while I try to identify 
a solution to your problem/issue/concern? 
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Laying a Foundation: Your role in developing the newest members of 
the Fraternity is critical in laying the foundation of your members' 
attitudes, understanding and application of Phi Sigma Sigma's values. 
The Phi Program is grounded in your ability to facilitate learning 
among the new members class, instruction on what your role is in each 
discussion or activity. You are expected to study, prepare and make 
notes to have yourself feeling confident walking into each in-person 
experience. 

FACILITATE LEARNING 

01 //   LAYING A FOUNDATION 

Your role in developing the newest members of the 
Fraternity is critical in laying the foundation of your 
members' attitudes, understanding and application 
of Phi Sigma Sigma's values. The Phi Program is 
grounded in your ability to facilitate learning among 
the new members class. 

02 //   ONLINE & IN-PERSON FORMAT 

Students all learn in very different ways and while 
the Phi Program looks to meet the needs of all 
students through online and in-person education, 
we count on you to make sure the lessons learned 
come to life in the lives of each new member. That 
is accomplished through facilitation of activities and 
discussion. 

03 //   FACILITATING VS. LECTURING 

The easiest parallel to understand facilitation might 
be right in front of you on your student class 
schedule. Coursework in higher education takes on 
the form of a large group lecture in which you are 
presented the factual information necessary to 
understand the topic and a lab or discussion where 
you would put that information to use or apply and 
practice a new skill. In the Phi Program, the lecture 
content is provided thought the online learning 
modules and the lab or discussion is facilitated in-
person by you. 

05 //   20/80 

As a part of the facilitator format, you can expect to 
implement a 20/80 breakdown. This means that 
20% of the time you will be addressing the group to 
set-up the topic, and 80% of the time new members 
will be executing an activity or discussing the topic 
in detail. 

04 //   BECOMING A STRONG FACILITATOR 

Being in front of or in charge of a group may not 
come naturally to you, or it may be where you shine. 
Facilitating a group is about striking a balance 
between guiding a conversation and allowing the 
participants take the stage. The modules that are 
provided to you provide specific instruction on what 
your role is in each discussion or activity. You are 
expected to study, prepare and make notes to have 
yourself feeling confident walking into each in-
person experience. 

RESOURCES // APPENDIX  
Transitions: Tips & Tricks 
Managing Participation  
Finding Balance Activity 
Mapping a Membership Marathon 
Online Learning FAQ 
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An action adopted or proposed by either the chapter or the international organization. Policies are 
requirements that will be enforced. In most cases, they are to provide order and consistency. They may also 
help to ensure member safety and reduce negative outcomes counterproductive to Phi Sigma Sigma’s values. 
Make sure you are familiar with chapter, campus and Phi Sigma Sigma policies BEFORE you solidify your plans. 
Actions or activities held outside of the policies may be subject to investigation and sanctioning from your 
chapter’s standards board, International Standards Board (ISB), campus/university conduct office or 
federal/state criminal charges. See appendix for relevant policies.  
 

POLICY 

Directs a course of action. The development of a standardized program attempts to streamline a 
process based around a sound practice and shared final outcomes. These are the lessons and 
modules you will be provided to facilitate. Activities or discussions provided should be conducted as 
outlined. Please consult with an advisor or Headquarters (HQ) before adapting or changing any 
content. 

PROGRAM/CURRICULUM 

Proven technique that has been shown to produce desired results, when compared to 
others. The word ‘best’ is a baseline, as even better methods for practices are developed. 
In other words, best practices evolve. Best practices are not mandatory and are not 
enforceable. 

BEST PRACTICE 

 
  

• Complete the digital Phi-at-a-Glance and Dates & Details planning resources and email to 
phiprogram@phisigmasigma.org at least 20 days prior to bid day 
 

• Book any space needed on campus or coordinate with the house manager 
 

• Determine eligible big sisters and plan an orientation meeting for them (agenda provided 
in the appendix) 
 

• Take inventory of any necessary supplies including new member pins, new member 
folders and materials needed for meetings 
 

• Select, train and delegate responsibilities to you new member education committee 
 

• Communicate program highlights to the chapter to build support for the program (agenda 
provided in the appendix)  
 

• Discuss bid day with the membership recruitment chairman (agenda provided in the 
appendix) 

GETTING STARTED 
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While it may feel like you are juggling many things and managing young 
and impressionable girls, you are in fact working with adult women. You 
should be supportive and engaging, but it is not your responsibility to 
be a motherly figure in their experience. We discourage the use of 
terminology that refers to the SDC as "mom" or "pledge mom" or new 
members referred to as "babies" or "my" new members. 

MOM 

New members will look to their SDCs to provide structure and guidance 
to this new experience. While we encourage you help new members 
make connections to campus, it is not your role to fill their social 
calendar or facilitate extra-curricular opportunities that may put them 
at risk or make them uncomfortable in any way. 

SOCIAL CHAIR 

Negotiator: If you have not already, you will quickly learn that the new 
member program is an area active members are very interested in 
weighing in on. It is not your responsibility to make the chapter happy 
or take in the opinions of every member. Do not compromise your 
program to meet the requests or demands of other members.  
 

NEGOTIATOR 

YOUR ROLE IS NOT 

When you are responsible for a group of new members becoming 
acclimated to the chapter traditions, practices and customs, you may 
find there are heightened emotions all around you. The new members 
may be anxious about fitting in, excited to learn more or unsure if Phi 
Sigma Sigma is right for them. Active members may be resistant to 
change, eager to meet new members or pushy about advancing their 
own wants and needs. Regardless of all that might be going on around 
you, you are to remain focused on executing the best experience 
possible for the new members. You are to strive for a fair, balanced 
and thoughtful program that minimizes any interpersonal issues among 
members. If you find yourself in conflict with new members, members 
or other officers or there is a conflict among others that is affecting 
your program, you are advised to use the MAL and archon to mediate 
the issue. 

DRAMA MANAGER 

WHY WORDS MATTER 

While it may not seem like a priority to adjust the terminology your chapter uses to address new 
members and new member practices, they often times emphasize or trigger feelings that can be linked 
to unsafe or unhealthy practices of the past. If you lead the way with the correct words – you won’t 
have to wait long before it is, “the way it has always been.”  
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  Program Structure 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The structure of the Phi Program is intentionally built to maximize the 
use of your time and effort. Each channel of communication is meant to 
either deliver information, spark conversation, inspire reflection and/or 
facilitate friendship among the newest members of your chapter. 
Understanding the purpose of each component is something you should 
discuss and emphasize to new members. 

The Intentional format and design of the Phi Program enables the chapter to establish 
your own pace and account for any campus or community policies or priorities.  

Each of the six in-person meetings will follow the same format. Content 
for each module is guided through instructions, help text and lead-in 
statements. Meeting space should be arranged in a way that 
encourages conversations and allows for the execution of each 
activity. In some cases you may need to use hallway space. Meetings 
are built to be scheduled once a week (request an alternate schedule 
from HQ if your college/university requires a new member period less 
than 6 weeks). Each meeting should last 90-180 minutes. PowerPoint 
templates and activity handouts are provided. 

IN-PERSON MEETINGS 

The six online learning modules are built to include a combination of 
video, text and reflective questions. The information is organized by 
the four themes of The Creed: servant leadership, friendship and 
sisterhood, advancement of womanhood and perpetuity of the 
Fraternity. Online content is meant to be completed ahead of the in-
person meeting each week. As SDC, you will be provided a dashboard 
where you can monitor the progress of each of your new members. 
 
Information about how to access the online program is provided in the 
appendix. 
 

ONLINE LEARNING 
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We seek to connect with potential new members during recruitment 
and through Phinding Connections events, new members will be given 
the opportunity to strengthen relationships with active sisters and 
other members of the community.  
 

PHINDING CONNECTIONS 

Rituals and opportunities to make connections with one another and 
the rest of the chapter will be coordinated outside of the in-person 
meeting at your discretion. Scheduling and coordination with the 
executive board and executive council is required.  

RITUAL 

ADDITIONAL DETAILS ABOUT EACH FORMAT ARE PROVIDED 

ONLINE LEARNING 
Completed weekly, before each in-person meeting.  
Helpful tool for new members who are excused from a meeting. 
Important for new members who learn best in a quiet and self-paced environment.  

IN-PERSON MEETINGS 
Completed weekly, led by the SDC and members of the NMEB.  
An opportunity for new members to explore the organization through discussion. 
Important for new members who process out loud.  

RITUAL 
Completed as scheduled and coordinated by the vice archon.   
Mark significant commitments made as they progress through the experience.  
Important for new members to experience to draw connection to the Fraternity.  

PHINDING CONNECTIONS 
Completed as scheduled and coordinated by the NMEB.   
Promote internal and external connection to members and the campus.  
Important for new members to establish healthy vertical relationships.   
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ATTENDANCE & OPTIONAL ICEBREAKER 

As your welcome the new members and start your program you will want to take attendance 
and make sure that everyone has arrived. Then, use the library of icebreakers and energizers 
provided to help the group gain the energy and focus needed to begin the meeting.  

•  

READING OF THE CREED 

FRATERNITY EDUCATION 

DISCUSSION 

CHALLENGE 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Phi Program is built on laying the foundation for new members to understand and make 
decision informed by the values outlined in The Creed. The group will read The Creed together 
at the top of every meeting.  

 

Each lesson will start with an assigned reading of a significant aspect of Phi Sigma Sigma’s 
history that relates to the meeting’s purpose.  

The majority of the time spent in-person will be focused on guided discussions that build on 
the section of The Creed and the Fraternity education on which the lesson is focused. 

New members will be asked to put the information presented to use during a series of 
activities or challenges built to test their knowledge. Activity or task-based challenges serve 
as a better measure of their understanding than a traditional quiz or test. Challenges will 
require teamwork, critical thinking and applied knowledge.  
 

In-Person Meeting Format 
Each meeting you conduct is guided by the same meeting format. 

At the conclusion of each meeting, allow time to make any relevant announcements to the 
group. This may include reminders, upcoming events or circling back to any parking lot items 
that have not been addressed. 
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• Quizzing  

• Testing  

• Lecturing  

IN-PERSON MEETINGS ARE NOT FOR 

  

 
  

• Crafting 

• Discipline  

• Studying 

• Online Modules 

• Alumnae  

• Active Members  

•  

There will be plenty of time for continued Fraternity education, alumnae events and socializing with 
active members outside of new member meetings. 
 

• The Founders 

• Chapter Leadership 

• Service & Philanthropy 

• Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation 

• Liebestraum 

MODULE TWO 
SERVANT LEADERSHIP 

• Symbols 

• History/Founders 

• New Member Expectations 
 

MODULE ONE 
WELCOME/ORIENTATION 
 

IN-PERSON PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

• Ritual 

• Accountability/Standards 

• Culture of Care 

MODULE THREE 
FRIENDSHIP & SISTERHOOD 

• Personal Development 

• NPC & Campus Involvement 

MODULE FOUR 
ADVANCEMENT OF 
WOMANHOOD 

• Alumnae Life 

• Headquarters Support 

• Future of the Fraternity 

MODULE FIVE 
PERPETUITY OF THE 
FRATERNITY 

• Final Challenge 

• Personal Reflection 

MODULE SIX 
ONCE, ALWAYS 
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  Phinding Connections 
Developing relationships within and outside our circle.  

“YOU PROMOTE WHAT YOU PERMIT”  “YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE HIGHER 
STANDARDS FOR OTHERS THAN YOU 
HAVE FOR YOURSELF.” Don’t be surprised when you see the behaviors of 

new members adjust to chapter norms. If active 
members are typically three to five minutes late, it 
is only a number of weeks before new members 
will take that as normal and accepted behavior.  
 

As you invite new members into your chapter it 
serves as the perfect time to really evaluate how 
you are holding yourself accountable to the 
promises you made to Phi Sigma Sigma. You 
should hold yourself to the same standard to which 
you hold them.  

The sisterhood we promise and promote during recruitment is founded on a need and desire to 
develop a sense of belonging on your campus, in the chapter and among an intimate group of 
sisters. As a part of the Phi Program, you will facilitate these connections through intentional formal 
and informal events. It is widely accepted that your chapter strives to be an exceptional hostess 
to potential new members during the formal/informal recruitment process. However, it should also 
be expected that we foster the same spirit during the entire length of the new member program. 
As you address the chapter about new member education and their role in the Phinding 
Connections portion of the program, be mindful of the following: 

“OTHERS DON’T HAVE TO BE WEAK 
IN ORDER FOR YOU TO BE STRONG.”  

While new member is a status in Phi Sigma Sigma, 
it is not a tier or a reflection of quality or ability. 
Active members do not have to encourage 
weakness in order to be perceived as strong. To 
assist in building someone into being a strong 
member doesn’t mean you must break them down. 

INTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

UPPER CLASSMEN 

Effort should be made to coordinate opportunities for 
the new members to meet and get to know women 
outside of the eligible big sister pool. This can be 
accomplished by adjusting where sisters and new 
members sit at meetings or events or through casually 
planned events (pot luck dinners, recreational games, 
attending free events on campus, etc.). 
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  POTENTIAL BIG SISTERS 

Active members must meet the qualifications for serving as a big sister/ 
sapphire sister as outlined in your chapter constitution. Determination 
of eligibility may include assessing the members' academic standing, 
financial status, disciplinary history and graduation status (it is 
recommended that big sisters have a full term left to complete 
following being placed with a little sister). 

DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY 

As the SDC, you should be leading a training for any member who 
wishes to take a little sister. During this training you will want to cover 
expectations, dates and time commitment. You may ask eligible 
members who attend the training to sign a big sister 
commitment/contract. See provided commitment/contract and 
agenda. 

TRAINING 

A rose buddy serves as a “temporary big sister” during the first two to 
three weeks before the selection of a permanent big sister. A new 
member should receive a bid day rose buddy to help her navigate the 
day. In the following weeks, you may coordinate two to three additional 
rose buddies to ensure new members are meeting a variety of people 
in the eligible big sister pool. 

ROSE BUDDIES 

Additionally, you may hold events for the purpose of helping the new 
members in meeting members in the eligible big sister pool. These 
events should be short, inexpensive and optional.   

MIXERS 

After connections have been made (typically 2-3 weeks) you will ask 
all new members and all eligible big sisters for their preferences for a 
permanent big/little sister. Specific instructions on how to complete a 
matching process are provided in the online SDC Toolbox. 

SELECTION/MATCHING 

LEADERS 

Chapter leaders are encouraged to be mindful of 
being approachable and detailed in their interactions 
with new members. New members are still getting 
acquainted with the more complex practices of the 
chapter (finances, roll, attire, etc.) and may require an 
officer to breakdown information in much more detail. 
Expect for chapter meetings to run longer during the 
first few weeks of the term. 

FAMILIES 

Once the new members are paired with a permanent 
big sister, you may encourage that time be spent 
within chapter families as this is a place where 
members seek support. 
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  A TRUE CONNECTION 

It can be especially difficult to facilitate connection among members using new and unfamiliar 
methods, but some of the practices of the past are no longer practical given chapter sizes and 
risky or dangerous campus climates. If you are making changes in this area it is critical you 
prepare your members and inform them of new methods. If in doubt, contact HQ to talk through 
your plans and methods. Asking ahead of an event makes it much easier to prevent negative 
outcomes.  
 

COMMON PHINDING CONNECTION Q&A 

CAN THERE BE EXCEPTIONS TO BIG SISTER ELIGIBILITY?  
Big sister eligibility is determined by the chapter’s constitution. Matters of the constitution 
can be addressed by the MAL, the chapter standards board and/or a chapter vote. 
However, keep in mind, exceptions made can be a slippery slope. Consider the 
circumstances carefully.  

 
IS THE SDC ALLOWED TO TAKE A LITTLE SISTER? 

As the leader of the new member experience, it is important the new members perceive 
your actions and interactions to fairly executed. As long as the chapter constitution does 
not prohibit it and you follow the big/little matching guide provided, it is permitted.  

 
WHAT CAN BE DONE IF A MEMBER IS UPSET ABOUT HER MATCHED LITTLE SISTER? 

In an effort to ensure that your focus is on the new members, we encourage you to refer 
all concerns and complaints to the chapter standards board.  

 
HOW DO “SISTER DATES” WORK?  

Honestly, they don’t. While they seem as if they are establishing a connection between the 
new members and the active members, more times than not, they are actually monopolizing 
our sisters’ time and introducing members and new members in a transactional manor.  

 
WHAT IF MEMBERS ARE “LITTLE CLAIMING”?  

First, you should examine the ways in which you or the chapter might be glorifying or 
supporting the “claiming” culture. Reach out for assistance.  

RESOURCES // APPENDIX 
 

Big Sister Commitment/Agenda • Big/Little Matching Guide • Giving Gifts that Matter  
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EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

Your network expands beyond the chapter and Phi Sigma Sigma. Should time allow during or just 
following the new member period, an effort should be made to encourage connections throughout 
campus and within your local Phi Sigma Sigma alumnae circle. For example: 

• Fraternities 

• Sororities  

• Student Organizations 

• Alumnae 
 
Be mindful to prioritize internal connections before you introduce events for external connection. 
This will help new members navigate their new and exciting surroundings and reduce risk.  
 

OTHER PROGRAMMING 

The Phi Program accounts for any campus or chapter programming or events that are specific to 
the participation of new members. You will want to plan and collaborate with others as necessary 
to make sure new members receive the maximum benefit from these experience. 
 
CAMPUS EVENTS: Programming specific to new members may be provided or required by the 
fraternity and sorority office, Panhellenic Council or campus programming board. Signature campus 
events (philanthropy, homecoming, Greek Week, holidays) may also cause disruption to your new 
member schedule. Collect all dates and adjust meetings and events as needed.  
 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: In some cases the chapter or the campus may require/encourage 
participation in other programming such as study hall, Panhellenic/Greek Council meetings, 
trainings, intramurals, etc. You should explicitly outline these requirements on your planning 
documents even if the dates and locations have not yet been determined.  
 

ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS 
 

While guiding the new members through the Phi Program you will have your hands 
full. We want to ensure you are also tending to the administrative responsibilities 
associated with your role. You will want to stay attentive to emails from HQ. 

• HQ approval of your program (deadline provided) 

• Take inventory of new member pins and folders 

• Report new members into the website (bid day) 

• Confirm new member fees have been paid and badges have been ordered 

• Report initiation of new members on the website  
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  New Member Education Board 

BOARD STRUCTURE 

Depending on your chapter’s constitution and the size of your new 
member class, you may want to consider delegating certain aspects of 
new member education to this group. 
 
The model constitution calls for the board to have a representative from 
each academic year. These representatives should be a cross section of 
the chapter. You may take applications or appoint these positions. 
However, you should avoid choosing close friends, roommates or 
members from the same family line to serve together.  
 
Each member should provide a varying perspective and leadership 
abilities. The curriculum allows for you to designate a “point person” for 
various aspects of the program. Setting clear expectations and roles for 
these representatives will allow them to grow as leaders and will help to 
lighten your load. 
 
It is expected that you meet and communicate with your board weekly 
and that they be included in program planning as it relates to their 
specific role.  
 

As a part of the model constitution, Phi Sigma Sigma suggests the use of a new member 
education board (NMEB) to act as a committee or group of assistants to the SDC. 

ADVISOR INVOLVEMENT 

If your chapter has an advisor specifically for new member education, you are encouraged to have 
her take an active role in helping you to plan your program. She should serve as a resource to you 
and the NMEB as well as new members themselves. Whenever possible, it is important to have an 
advisor present as new members are learning about the Fraternity. An advisor should make every 
effort to attend the signature events of the program (bid day, retreats, big/little reveal, and 
initiation). 
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Designating a board member to be on call to answer any individual 
questions or concerns that may come up between meetings. She may 
use group messaging, GroupMe or Facebook to send reminders and 
clarifications as needed. 

QUESTIONS & 
CONCERNS 

This would be your co-presenter or assistant at each in-person 
meeting. She may assist by taking roll, collecting and organizing 
supplies, facilitating activities and icebreakers or presenting portions 
of the curriculum. If there are new members who are unable to attend 
a meeting, this board member would schedule one-on-one or small 
group make-up meetings. 

IN-PERSON MEETING 
ASSISTANT 

A board member responsible for planning and managing the rose 
buddy, big/little and chapter mixer aspects of the PHInding 
Connections program. She will not be responsible for the matching 
process. 

PHINDING 
CONNECTIONS 
PROGRAM 

SUGGESTED ROLES 

A board member responsible for any special events hosted or 
attended by the new member class. This may include retreats, rituals, 
external mixers, campus events, etc. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

SAMPLE SHARED MEETING 

SDC 
 

NMEB 
 WELCOME 

 

ICEBREAKER 

 

THE CREED 

 

FRATERNITY EDUCATION 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

CHALLENGE 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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ITEM 

Program Budget 

It is important you consider carefully what you are asking or expecting from new members, big 
sisters and parents as a part of the financial commitment to participating in the Phi Program. Tips 
to manage the financial commitment: 

• Coordinate a bulk order for apparel or supplies for big sisters to present as gifts 

• Set spending limits or outline reasonable and specific items to be shared with new 
members on bid day, reveal or initiation 

• Communicate with parents about financial commitments in a transparent fashion early in 
the new member process 

 

As a part of your program, you will need to make sure to account for any supplies or 
costs associated with special events. Keeping accurate records is important for future 
planning. Remember to always gain permission from the bursar before making any for 
the chapter or for your program.  

 

IT ALL ADDS UP 

DATE
 

EXPECTED COST ACTUAL COST 
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Planning Bid Day 

Bid day is a celebration, but it can also be very overwhelming. You and your NMEB are responsible 
for looking to make sure everyone is engaged in a way that they are comfortable. Offer a break 
from the excitement for the new members by holding a brief introduction meeting in a quiet space 
off to the side. This will help to disseminate information to everyone all at once before the event 
concludes. Provided sample agenda in the appendix.  

Bid day and all of the excitement that comes with it is critically important! This is the event 
where the reins are passed from the MRC to the SDC and PNMs become Phi Sigma Sigma 
new members. To ensure nothing falls through the cracks, you are encouraged to meet 
with your chapter MRC to discuss in detail who is responsible for each aspect of bid day. 

 
As a part of your negotiated role with the MRC, it is important to keep in mind that there 
may be members of the new member class that are unsure or disappointed to receive 
their second choice. These feelings are often times temporary and if an effort is made to 
retain them they will slowly come around.  

 

BEYOND BALLOONS 

BID DAY PLANNING MRC SDC OTHER NOTES 

BUDGET 

VENUE 

DECORATIONS 

NAMETAGS 

GIFTS 

SHIRTS 

THEME 

FOOD/BEVERAGE 

ACTIVITIES 

BID DAY BUDDIES 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

BID CARDS 
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TRACKING ATTENDANCE 

Keeping track of attendance and the completion of tasks 
throughout the program can be a large undertaking. Stay 
organized with the roll sheets included or any other online or 
app based method that helps you to stay organized. Columns at 
the top can be labeled and used to track anything that is 
required of new members. For example: 

• In-Person Meeting Attendance  

• Special Event Attendance  

• Online Modules  

• Paying Dues/Fees 

• Study Hall  
 

Keep a special eye on new members who are struggling to keep 
up with meeting attendance or other requirements. It may be 
beneficial to reach out in a caring manner to inquire how their new 
member process is going and how you can be of assistance. 

BE AWARE 

Portions of the program that are supplemented by PowerPoints or new 
member handouts are featured with a yellow background. While it is 
your responsibility to print, and display these supplemental materials it 
should be helpful to have them in front of you as a part of the lesson. 

POWERPOINTS & 
HANDOUTS 

Guidebook & Program Tools 
The provided guidebook is intended to serve as your lesson plan and organizational tool 
throughout your program. Understanding the guidebook and its helpful layout will make 
the planning and preparation of your meetings easier.  

 

Throughout the modules, content intended to be read directly to the 
new members is presented in regular type. Any instructions intended 
for you to use as direction is presented in BOLD TYPE.  

INSTRUCTIONS VS. 
SCRIPT 

The beginning of each lesson is outlined with a ready – set – go format 
to remind you of the most important portions of the lesson to prepare 
ahead of time. Closing remarks for each module are also provided.   

READY – SET – GO  

Additional resources are provided in the appendix of the guidebook 
and in the SDC Toolbox online.  

RESOURCES 
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ATTENDANCE 
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PHI PROGRAM SYLLABUS 
Alpha Alpha Chapter, State University College 
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Contact:  

Sarah Smith, Sister Development Chairman 
SSmith@phisigmasigma.org 
410-799-1224 
 
Available to answer communication and meet:  
MWF 12-4pm; TR 8-11am.  

PHI Program 
Purpose:  

The PHI Program serves as an introduction to a life-long 
membership experience built upon the principles of the Phi Sigma 
Sigma Creed.  

PHI Program 
Objectives: 

New members participating in the program will aim to achieve:  
• An understanding of the founding of Phi Sigma Sigma and 

the early objectives of the organization.  
• An established and deep connection to chapter members 

and the university and local community they serve.   
• A passion to uphold and embody the qualities of a Phi 

Sigma Sigma woman.  

Required Materials:  

New Members are provided an online library of resources, PHI 
Program folder and supplemental worksheets, distributed during 
each in-person meeting.  
 
New Members are given a New Member pin as an outward symbol 
of their commitment to learning more about Phi Sigma Sigma. They 
are permitted to keep the pin as initiated members.  

Prerequisites/ 
Qualifications: 

Students meeting the minimum qualification for membership will 
have a documented GPA above 2.8 overall/cumulative, are 
enrolled as a full-time students as it is defined by the institution.  

Attendance Policy:  

Regular attendance is expected as outlined below. A new member 
with a conflict as outlined should be reported to Emily Jones 
(Scribe), no later than 24 hours before the event. All events with 
required attendance will be announced to the new member no 
later than five (5) days before the event.  
 
Excused Absences: class, lab, departmental exam, group tutoring, 
regularly scheduled work shifts (in some cases), family events and 
illness.  
 
Required Documentation: Signature events of the chapter require 
documentation upon request. Please be prepared to provide a 
class/work schedule, flight information, invitation or medical 
documentation if asked.  



Communication 
Protocols: 

New members are expected to communicate with chapter 
leadership as needed throughout the PHI Program and throughout 
their membership. An officer directory is provided in your new 
member folder. The chapter uses the following methods to 
communicate on a regular basis.  
 
Chapter Meeting: weekly events will be announced, and discussion 
held for any items needing consideration or chapter vote 
 
(Dailey/Weekly) Emails: reminders of the things announced at 
chapter and minutes will be distributed.  
 
GroupMe: used for chapter updates about non-business-related 
matters. Joining is optional.  
 
Facebook: used to post pictures and media and to share Greek 
community information to members.  

Accommodations & 
Assistance:  

Should you ever require additional assistance or accommodation 
to meet the minimum requirements of the program, please set up 
a meeting to discuss your needs with your Sister Development 
Chairman (SDC), Archon, CKA or an international headquarters 
staff member. Confidentiality and discretion will be exercised when 
possible.  

Structure Overview: 

The PHI Program should encourage and incorporate a balance of 
online and in-person meetings, activity to stimulate PHInding 
connections within the chapter (including the big/little program), 
and the use of Phi Sigma Sigma ritual ceremonies. All activities are 
to be executed at a reasonable hour, an appropriate location and 
should encourage learning through discussion and an established 
understanding of the purpose and aim of Phi Sigma Sigma.  
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Financial 
Responsibility: 

New Member are financially responsible at the rate of: $600.00 for 
the semester.  
 
Of this total amount $270.00 is paid to the International 
organization to pay your one-time new member fee and initiation 
fee, this includes your Phi Sigma Sigma badge. This payment must 
be completed by 7 days after bid day.  
 
The remaining amount supports our local dues. The money 
collected is distributed by the chapter bursar to execute program 
and maintain any ongoing expense of the chapter. These fees 
maybe divided into installments of $110.00. Due dates for each 
installment are 9/15, 10/15 and 11/15.  

In-Person Education: 

The new member class will meet once week for eight (8) weeks. 
We will be meeting on Mondays at 8 o'clock for 60-90 minutes. 
We will be meeting in Jones Hall. This time will be spent discussing 
Phi Sigma Sigma; how we were founded, what we believe in, what 
we promote in our communities and how you will contribute to the 
story of our Fraternity moving forward. 

Online Education: 

Online learning modules are provided to supplement the in-person 
education you receive. Modules present information in more depth 
and officer an opportunity to reflect on your understanding of the 
topics presented. Online education is self-paced. SDCs are able to 
view your progress and how long you are spending on each 
module.  

Ritual: 

Phi Sigma Sigma marks your progress through the new member 
program with several ritual ceremonies. The chapter uses this time 
as a capstone or rite of passage into the next phase of 
membership. The new member process concludes with Phi Sigma 
Sigma's initiation ritual. Ritual requires specific attire as outlined by 
the chapter. Ritual ceremonies, including initiation, are not a 
surprise and will always be presented to you on the calendar.  

Phinding 
Connections: 

In an effort to ensure you are able to make connections across the 
chapter membership the PHI Program allows for optional activities 
and events where new members and member participate side-by-
side to build relationships with one another. The focus is on the 
quality of connection and not quantity. You will have many 
semesters ahead of you to become familiar with chapter members.  
 
The big/little relationship is also established as a part of Phinding 
Connections. Big/little relationships can be very special, but they 
only supplement the many other relationships you will build in the 
chapter.  
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 Informal 
Accountability & 

Care:  

As a part of sorority membership we offer a supportive experience 
to ensure you become the woman and Phi Sigma Sigma member 
that embodies the personal and organizational values that 
promote substance, character and influence. Occasionally, you 
may loose your way. The sisterhood and care cultivated in the 
chapter may have you faced with some tough conversations with 
those you care most about. In joining this organization you must 
commit to intervene and support sisters. This may be a message of 
support or encouragement or helping a to see where she may 
improve.  

Standards Board 
Process:  

The chapter offers a vehicle for more formal accountability. Should 
a sister(s) fail to meet the standards or follow the policies of the 
organization they may be called in to discuss the alleged behavior 
before a peer accountability board chaired by the vice archon of 
the chapter. The standards board will be able to offer objective 
feedback and course of action if needed.  
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Alcohol/Drug Police:  

Phi Sigma Sigma is a dynamic sisterhood that focuses on the 
personal development of each sister by fostering a commitment to 
lifelong learning, leadership through service, and strong social 
standards to promote the advancement of womanhood. 
 
Phi Sigma Sigma believes in order to maintain a dynamic 
sisterhood with strong social standards it is important to provide a 
framework for our members including a healthy and realistic 
approach to alcohol consumption. In order to do so, Phi Sigma 
Sigma seeks to ensure members develop responsible habits and 
behaviors that support a healthy and well-balanced life. 
 
Specifically: Phi Sigma Sigma expects all members to follow local, 
state, and federal laws, as well as university policies; Phi Sigma 
Sigma fosters a culture of care to promote personal responsibility 
and accountability; Phi Sigma Sigma engages our members 
through proactive life-skills programming to promote responsible 
and healthy behavior. 



Hazing:  

Hazing is against the law; therefore, all forms of hazing are 
prohibited.  
 
Hazing is defined as any action taken or situation created, with or 
without consent, intentionally or unintentionally, whether on or off 
Fraternity premises, that endangers the life or safety of a member 
or has the potential to cause bodily injury, that produces mental or 
physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment or ridicule. Such 
activities and situations include creation of excessive fatigue; 
physical and psychological shocks; wearing apparel that is 
conspicuous and not normally in good taste; engaging in public 
stunts and jokes; morally degrading or humiliating games and 
activities; late night sessions which interfere with scholastic 
activities; and any other activities that are not consistent with the 
regulations and policies of the educational institution.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma believes in member development – not hazing. 
The objective of member development is to develop a dynamic 
sisterhood. Member development should promote interest in Phi 
Sigma Sigma and be positive, informative and enjoyable. Member 
development should embody the principles of our ritual and core 
values.  
 
All member activities should accomplish one or more of the 
following goals:  
•  Help members become better acquainted with each other. 
•  Help members learn about life, the university, community, the 
chapter and self. 
•  Help members to learn about Phi Sigma Sigma, its core values, 
ritual and traditions. 
•  Help members involve themselves in the work and success of the 
chapter. 
•  Help members learn about group interaction. 
•  Help members further develop leadership skills and 
accountability. 
 
It is a responsibility of all members to report any hazing incidents 
to Phi Sigma Sigma Headquarters. 



Human Dignity:  

Phi Sigma Sigma supports the statement on human dignity and 
sexual harassment endorsed by the National Panhellenic 
Conference member groups, “that college women should have a 
positive influence in the direction and achievements of the 
university community and that activities should promote self-
worth, human dignity and a positive Greek image.”  
 
The dignity of the individual is a basic element of a civilized 
society.  
 
Individual self-worth is a necessary factor in establishing healthy 
relationship.  
 
All activities, including acts of hazing, activities based in a negative 
manner on gender, race, color, religion, national origin, age or 
disability and competitive games that are destructive, demeaning 
or abusive, promote a negative image of the Greek community.  
 
Participation in such activities that are demeaning to the individual 
do not promote a sense of self-worth nor a positive Greek image, 
and do not reflect the high standards, core values and ideals 
maintained by Phi Sigma Sigma.  
 
Therefore, Phi Sigma Sigma does not endorse or support activities 
that are demeaning in nature, do not respect the dignity of the 
individual, cause disharmony among NPC groups or whose 
purpose is counterproductive.  
 
Further, Phi Sigma Sigma advocates education on the Fraternity 
and chapter level to promote positive self-esteem. 

Reporting Concerns:  

If at any point you feel as though the policies of Phi Sigma Sigma 
are not being promoted or fostered by chapter leadership, please 
contact your chapter's Vice Archon, Chapter Key Advisor (CKA), 
International Headquarters Staff Member or file an Inquiry Report 
(IR) at phisigmasigma.org.  

	 For a full account of Phi Sigma Sigma's Policies please visit 
www.phisigmasigma.org.  
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REMINDERS AHEAD OF YOUR  
FIRST MEETING 

Where will this meeting be held? It would be more effective if 
there was an open space as opposed to a classroom 
environment. You may want to have new members seated on 
the floor or at least in a space more conducive to conversation 
as opposed to lecture.  
 
Consider the feel of the space. Think of a retreat or even 
summer camp experience. The environment has a great deal to 
do with how everyone interacts with one another.  
 
Spend some time with new members in small groups or 
individually just getting them excited about participating in the 
experience. “Socializing” their meetings ahead of time may help 
with positive and open attitudes coming to the experience. If you 
are excited about it, they will also be excited.  
 
Make certain they commit this time to learning about Phi Sigma 
Sigma and one another. Ensure that the space is clear of 
anything or anyone that would create a distraction, members 
included. Decide what you are going to do about cell phones – 
suggestion – have them put them in a basket at the door when 
they enter and give them back at the end. 

It will be imperative to plan this experience in a very thoughtful manner. Taking into 
consideration the following will improve the overall way this information is processed 

and received: 

SPACE 

MOOD 

APPROACHABILITY 

FOCUS 
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MODULE ONE. 
WELCOME & ORIENTATION.  
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

MAL 
Bursar  

Standards Board Member 

 

History Handout 
All Required Folder Content 
If not previously provided.  

 

Access to a Projector 
Audio – Auxiliary Cord 

 

PROGRAMMING 

Chapter Specific Announcements 
Any required paperwork from 

your campus office.  

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

Carefully consider and choose 
icebreakers and activities that fit 

the space you have.  

 

Review the content and make 
notes as needed. Reflect on its 

meaning for you personally.  

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

PEOPLE 

 

  

Module One 
Orientation is particularly important as it sets the tone for the remainder of the program and allows 
for the new members to build trust with one another. Remember, everything is still very new at this 
point. You will want to move through each item very slowly and it may take more energy than you 
think to get them to a place where they are comfortable participating in the group.  
This meeting will: 

1. Introduce new members to the basic terminology and practices of the chapter. 
2. Explain the standards and expectations as a part of membership, including behavior, 

finances and participation.   
3. Present all upcoming scheduled events and a complete calendar for the new member 

experience.  
4. Reinforce the importance of the structure of the Phi Program.    
5. Encourage new friendships and positive interactions with one another through light 

hearted games and activities built to help learn more about one another. 
 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will know what to expect and what is expected of them during their new 
member experience. 

• New members will build relationships with one another and work toward building trust. 
 

 READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 
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Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Start PowerPoint 
Presentation & 
Upbeat Music 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

 
  

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

GO! 

Welcome! I am excited and honored to bring all of us together in our first 
formal meeting as a group. We are going to spend a lot of time together 
over the next several weeks, and we always want you to feel informed and 
welcome among us and the chapter as a whole.   
 
Today, we will cover many of the logistical questions you may have. We will 
talk in depth about how to find a balance with the new expectations and 
opportunities in front of you. Finally, we will wrap up with some activities to 
help us all get a little more familiar with one another.  
 
Today we are asking you to have fun, ask questions and bring great energy 
as we dip our toe into this program.  
 
Let’s get started.   
 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• Reflect on its meaning for you personally  
o What membership responsibilities have been the most challenging for you 

personally or those close to you?  
o What challenges and successes did you have finding a balance as a new member 

and active?  
 

YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY  
THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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In a format that makes sense for your class size, have the new 
members complete the reading individually or as a group. Keep them 
engaged and encourage them to stand and project. They can follow 
along on the handout provided.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma was founded on November 26, 1913, when 10 young 
women wanted to join the same sorority at the Normal College of the 
City of New York (it was renamed Hunter College in 1914), but could not 
because they did not share the same religion. 
 
Undaunted, they formed their own sorority so they could forge their 
ideal sisterhood. In 1914, Phi Sigma Sigma was incorporated in New 
York. The original name selected was Phi Sigma Omega, but that name 
was already in use. The Founders changed it to Phi Sigma Sigma and 
thoughtfully selected our symbols. 
 
The American Beauty Rose was chosen because it was the premier 
flower following its introduction at a Washington, DC nursery in 1885. 
At $2 a stem, it was no common rose! Founder Shirley Cohen 
suggested the Sphinx as a symbol because of its mythological 
significance to women, and because it represented mystery and 
secrecy. Gwen Zaliels Snyder designed the sapphire-eyed Sphinxhead 
pin. 
 
Since our founding, Phi Sigma Sigma has installed over 180 collegiate 
chapters and nearly 100 alumnae chapters. The 1990s were our most 
prolific decade, with nearly 60 collegiate chapters founded. In 2013, Phi 
Sigma Sigma celebrated 100 years of sisterhood. Our pioneering spirit 
has provided a rich history during which we’ve consistently positioned 
ourselves at the forefront of programming and technology.  
 

HISTORY:  
FOUNDING & SYMBOLS 

During your Phi Sigma Sigma new member experience, we will teach 
you the meaning of various aspects of our sorority. You will learn about 
our Founders, history, symbols, motto, The Creed, and how we operate 
on campus and within our sisterhood.   
 
Your entire new member experience will be guided by The Creed of 
Phi Sigma Sigma, which is why the first gift we gave you on bid day 
was a copy of The Creed. Our Creed is such is such an important part 
of the Phi Sigma Sigma experience. I guess you could compare it to a 
roadmap. We will spend time each week learning about the key values 
expressed in our Creed. At the end of your new member experience, 
you will have a clearer picture as to how Phi Sigma Sigma helps us all 
to be better women, better sisters, better friends.  
 
Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 
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Processing  

• What stands out to you?  

• How did the early and intentional decisions of our founders pay a 
part of our history and shape the organization/members to come?  

HISTORY:  
FOUNDING & SYMBOLS 
CONTINUED 

While we will continue to explore the symbols of Phi Sigma Sigma and the meaningful and significant 
ways they serve as the outward symbol of our Fraternity, we are going to shift to discuss the 
impact our personal actions and motives can impact the chapter. 
 
As a sister in Phi Sigma Sigma, it is important that we understand that our actions are now reflective 
on our sorority. We will discuss why it is important that our actions are congruent with our Phi 
Sigma Sigma values and ultimately with the promises will make during initiation.  
 
We are asking you to be open and listen to us as your leaders and to listen to one another. 
This is such an exciting time for you and for us as your sisters. 
 

As the facilitator, you will ask the following questions to get the 
group involved. Ask the question and allow for several answers. 
Remember to give them some time to answer as they will not know 
one another at this point. 

• What excites you most about being a sorority woman?  

• What words or characteristics do you believe sorority women 
possess? 

 
Present briefly and in a positive tone.  
You have a lot to be excited about in your membership and the events 
to come. You also are given the great privilege of embodying all of the 
empowering and positive characteristics of a sorority woman and, 
more specifically, a Phi Sigma Sigma. Through Phi Sigma Sigma you are 
offered all the privileges of membership from the very beginning. 

• Membership on chapter committees  

• Attendance at chapter meetings  

• Voice and vote in all matters  

• Ability to wear and own apparel and other things with Phi 
Sigma Sigma letters 

 
With great privilege comes great responsibility. The expectations of 
membership are important to understand as you are associated with 
Phi Sigma Sigma at all times. While we won’t go in to the specific 
expectations today, this is important to understand from the beginning. 

DISCUSSION: 
RESPONSIBILITY 

INTRODUCE THE CONTENT PRESENTED ON PAGES 2-4 
AND EXPLORE THE CONTENT OF THE NEW MEMBER FOLDERS 
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  For each of the following you have the option to present the details 

in the way you feel is best suits your meeting schedule. Invite the 
officers indicated below to address the three areas of responsibility 
that are most relevant in the first few weeks of membership. Allow 
for time for questions for each presenter. Provide handouts or 
additional information as needed. 
 

DISCUSSION: 
RESPONSIBILITY 
CONTINUED 

Explanation of how a Phi Sigma Sigma carries herself on campus, in the 
classroom, online and in social engagements.  

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

 
Potential Presenters – MAL, standards board member, advisor or 
alumna (with advisor approval). 

RESPONSIBILITY  
TO SELF 

Explanation of the financial commitment, how dues work, what is 
included, how not paying your dues effects the chapter budget, what 
other expense outside of dues might they incur, are payment plans 
offered, what are the payment deadlines, how to pay fees online and 
penalties for delinquent payment.  

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•  

 
Potential Presenter – Bursar or advisor  
 

FINANCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY  
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DISCUSSION:  
BALANCE 

Explanation of the policies of the international organization, chapter 
and campus. Provide direction on where they might access these 
policies and where they should voice concern or seek assistance if they 
feel the policies are not being upheld.  
 
This might also be an opportunity to broadly introduce any relevant 
point systems, fines or attendance expectations and excuse policies (at 
this point they would not have gone over their calendars in detail, so 
its advised to briefly introduce the importance of it.  

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

 
Potential presenters – MAL, standards board member or risk 
management chairman 
 

FRATERNITY 
POLICIES  

BREAK IF NEEDED 

THANK YOUR PRESENTERS AND DISMISS THEM FROM THE MEETING. 

With an understanding of the big picture of your membership 
responsibilities we will look at the calendar provided. As we walk 
through the events for this term/semester I want to make sure you 
understand the importance of balance and how Phi Sigma Sigma can 
help you to achieve a healthy life balance.  
  
Balance will remain important while you are an active member, young 
professional and throughout your life. Taking care of yourself and your 
needs has to find a way onto your calendar or you won’t be able to 
serve others in the way you intend. As we spend some time talking 
through the calendar for the remainder of the semester, I want you to 
employ some of the techniques we just discussed to maintain balance 
to ensure you keep from feeling overwhelmed or stretched too thin. 
 
Distribute a calendar, syllabus or dates and details handout to each 
new member. Talk through each scheduled event. Remain mindful 
that new members will need additional explanation to understand 
what to expect. Include information about time, location, attire and 
purpose. 
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In the next several weeks we will help to make sure you make 
connections with members and eventually pair you with a big sister and 
mentor to offer additional support and guidance during this time.  
 
Talk through the format and logistics of your chapter’s rose 
buddy/temporary big sister program and internal mixer activities.  

For our last activity, we will dig a little deeper to explore the ways in 
which we may have more in common than we have different. 
 
Ask new members to stand around the room. Have them move away 
from anyone they were sitting by previously. They should be 
scattered as much as possible. Instruct them to stand in place with 
their head lowered and their eyes closed. They are to remain closed 
during the entire activity.  
 
Instruct the group that as you read each of the following statements 
they are to clap their hands if the statement applies to them. Leave 
a gap of five seconds between each statement to allow them to hear 
the claps clearly before moving on. 

• Clap your hands if you are a freshman (if your university 
doesn’t allow freshman to join change to sophomore) 

• Clap your hands if you are a (insert most popular college or 
area of study) major 

• Clap your hands if you have already forgotten someone’s name 
you just met 

• Clap if you have talked to a parent or family member on the 
phone today 

COMMON CLAP. 

The rest of the meeting we will spend standing up and moving around in an effort to get to know 
one another a little bit better. The remaining in-person meetings will be based in discussion and will 
rely on each of you sharing with one another. Today we will keep things light, fun and focused on 
you. In the meetings to come, we will start incorporating the things you are learning and exploring 
in Phi Sigma Sigma. 

SELECT 2-3 ICEBREAKERS/ENERGIZERS 

COMMON CLAP IS THE FINAL ACTIVITY FOLLOWING YOUR SELECTED ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSION:  
BALANCE CONTINUED 
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• Clap if you are a (insert another college or area of study) major 

• Clap if you are the oldest sibling in your family 

• Clap if you have ever skipped a class  

• Clap if you were an athlete in high school  

• Clap if you always wanted to join a sorority 

• If you never thought you would join a sorority  

• If you want to be president of this organization someday  

• If you have thought about changing your major  

• If you already have changed your major… more than once  

• If you were involved in the arts in high school  

• If you are the youngest sibling in your family  

• If you are the first member of your immediate family to come 
to college  

• If you are responsible for paying for college yourself  

• If you have had roommate issues  

• You are an only child  

• You consider yourself an introvert  

• You consider yourself an extrovert  

• You have cried for any reason this week  

• You have laughed with one of your new sisters  

• You have exchanged numbers with one of your new sisters 

• You are excited about what is to come in Phi Sigma Sigma  
 

Excellent you may go back to your seats.  
 

Processing: 

• What are your reactions?  

• Which statements made you laugh?  

• Which of the responses surprised you the most? 
 
It is important to remember that while we may not walk into a room and 
shout to the group, “I just changed my major” or “I cried for no reason 
this morning,” we all have things going on in our lives. In many cases 
we have these things in common and we have all been there or will be 
there at some point in our college experience. You each have more in 
common than you might be able to see on the outside. 
 

COMMON CLAP. 

CLOSING REMARKS 

Thank you for being here and participating fully. 
 
We appreciate you and your willingness to get a little silly and get to know 
one another. We are all here to support you and help you achieve the 
balance you need and the Phi Sigma Sigma experience you are looking for. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 



 

	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

FOUNDERS & SYMBOLS  

Phi Sigma Sigma was founded on November 26, 1913, when 10 young women wanted 
to join the same sorority at the Normal College of the City of New York (it was renamed 
Hunter College in 1914), but could not because they did not share the same religion. 

Undaunted, they formed their own sorority so they could forge their ideal sisterhood. 
In 1914, Phi Sigma Sigma was incorporated in New York. The original name selected 
was Phi Sigma Omega, but that name was already in use. The Founders changed it to 
Phi Sigma Sigma and thoughtfully selected our symbols. 

The American Beauty Rose was chosen because it was the premier flower following 
its introduction at a Washington, DC nursery in 1885. At $2 a stem, it was no common 
rose! Founder Shirley Cohen suggested the Sphinx as a symbol because of its 
mythological significance to women, and because it represented mystery and 
secrecy. Gwen Zaliels Snyder designed the sapphire-eyed Sphinxhead pin. 

Since our founding, Phi Sigma Sigma has installed over 180 collegiate chapters and 
nearly 100 alumnae chapters. The 1990s were our most prolific decade, with nearly 
60 collegiate chapters founded. In 2013, Phi Sigma Sigma celebrated 100 years of 
sisterhood. Our pioneering spirit has provided a rich history during which we’ve 
consistently positioned ourselves at the forefront of programming and technology.  

MODULE ONE 

RESPONSIBILITY TO SELF: 
•   
•   
•   
•    
•  

 
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: 

•   
•   
•   
•   
•   

 
FRATERNITY POLICIES: 

•   
•   
•   
•    
•  

N
O
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S
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Y
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MODULE TWO. 
SERVANT LEADERSHIP.  
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Module Two 
This meeting you will challenge our newest members to begin to learn about our history and the 
friendships that helped form the Phi Sigma Sigma of today. We will be teaching them about our 
sisterhood, what we believe in and how we can help one another be the best women we can be 
through the sorority and service. This workshop will: 

1. Share with our new members the basics of the chapter’s leadership and the role they play 
in moving our organization forward.  

2. Explain the expectations of being a sister, developing meaningful friendships through Phi 
Sigma Sigma and how our sisterhood is a lifetime commitment.  

3. Introduce the Fraternity’s commitment to serving others through hands on community 
service, philanthropy and cultivation of the Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation.  

4. Relate the modern-day Phi Sigma Sigma to that of our early sisters by sharing the 
challenges they faced and opportunities they created that we as women on college 
campuses have in common. We will take the lessons of our early sisters and apply them to 
our Phi Sigma Sigma experience, today, and activate service to our communities. 

 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will have a better idea of how Phi Sigma Sigma can impact their lives. 

• New members will begin to see how Phi Sigma Sigma leadership serves a place to as a 
place to grow, share ideas and learn about themselves. 

• New members will learn that Phi Sigma Sigma is serves a greater role on the college 
campuses and communities in which they reside.  

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• Reflect on its meaning for you personally  
o Why did you choose to serve as a leader in Phi Sigma Sigma? How have you 

grown or benefitted from leadership?  
o How has service impacted you or those you care about? What difference have 

you seen made in the community as a result of Phi Sigma Sigma’s effort?   
 

YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY  
THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

Members of the Executive Board 
Song/Music Chairman 

PEOPLE 

History Handout 
Challenge Handout 

Service vs. Philanthropy Handout 

 

Access to a Projector 
Audio – Auxiliary Cord 

 

PROGRAMMING 

Chapter Specific Announcements 
Pens or Markers & Supplies for 
Chosen Icebreakers/Energizers  

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

Carefully consider and choose 
icebreakers and activities that fit 

the space you have.  

 

Review the content and make 
notes as needed. Reflect on its 

meaning for you personally.  

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Start PowerPoint 
Presentation & 
Upbeat Music 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

 
  

READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
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GO! 

You are now a part of a special group of women within Phi Sigma Sigma. You 
were chosen because we saw in you who you are, what you can bring to Phi 
Sigma Sigma and how we can help you grow as a woman.  
 
Today, we will have conversations that will teach you a little more about the 
meaning of Phi Sigma Sigma and the meaning and value of leadership in our 
sorority. We are going to discuss our Founders, our sisters who created this 
amazing sorority and how we might live out the values they established for 
us today.  We will begin discussing our value of service and how we can use 
what it means “to serve” in our daily lives.  

Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 

Choose a format to present the basic job functions and responsibilities 
of your chapter’s executive board. You may invite the members of the 
executive board to attend the beginning of the meeting to briefly 
introduce themselves or you may prepare slides or a handout to 
introduce the topic.  
 
Be sure to use terms and language they will understand as new 
members. Emphasis on chain of command and relevant responsibilities 
should be the focus of this presentation. Executive Board will have 
additional opportunities to address the new members ahead of 
elections to explain positions in more detail. THANK YOUR 
PRESENTERS AND DISMISS THEM FROM THE MEETING. 
 

DISCUSSION: 
CHAPTER LEADERSHIP 

ICEBREAKER/ENERGIZER 
ATTENDANCE 

Refer the group to their Founder handout. Allow time for new 
members to review if you feel they are not familiar.  
 

REVIEW:  
THE FOUNDERS 
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In a format that makes sense for your class size, have the new 
members complete the reading individually or as a group. Keep them 
engaged and encourage them to stand and project. They can follow 
along on the handout provided.  
 
HUNTER COLLEGE 
In the 1840s, New York City was very concerned about the quality of 
teachers employed in public schools. Accordingly, on May 8, 1847, New 
York City established the Free Academy, a teaching school for men 
that did not charge tuition.  
 
On February 14, 1870, New York City established a sister school to the 
Free Academy, the Female Normal and High School. Located above a 
carriage shop at Broadway and East 4th Street, 1,105 women enrolled 
in the first year of operation and no tuition was charged. Students were 
required to complete six grades in three years to receive a degree. The 
school’s first president was Dr. Thomas Hunter, a staunch advocate of 
education for women.  
 
The Female Normal and High School encountered significant and 
immediate resistance to its mission of educating women. The school’s 
name was changed to the Normal College of the City of New York on 
April 26, 1870 in an attempt to insulate the school from pressure to 
eliminate funding for the higher education of women. In 1872, the 
minimum enrollment age was 14 years. And in 1879, the school 
expanded the three-year program to a four-year program.  
 
In 1888, the Normal College of the City of New York was incorporated 
as a New York State college and was granted the power to confer 
bachelor’s degrees. At that time, the school was split into two tracks. 
“Normal” track graduates received a teaching license while “Academic” 
track graduates received a bachelor’s degree. Also in 1888, the 
minimum enrollment age was increased to 15 years and professor 
salaries were raised to $500 per year.  
 
In 1902, the Normal College of the City of New York eliminated the 
Normal track and offered only bachelor’s degrees to its graduates. In 
1903, the school was split into the Normal High School and the Normal 
College of the City of New York. The high school consisted of four 
years of academic study, while the college consisted of three years of 
academic study. 
 
In 1906, Dr. Hunter retired after 36 years as president. In 1908, the 
school increased the college academic program to four years. In 1913, 
the school moved to a six-story gothic building located on Lexington 
Avenue between 68th and 69th Streets. Our Founders attended school 
at this location. In 1914, the school was renamed Hunter College of the 
City of New York. Hunter College admitted men for the first time in 1955 
and first required students to pay tuition in 1976.  
 

HISTORY:  
THE FOUNDERS 
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As the facilitator, you will ask the following questions to get the group 
involved. Ask the question, and allow for several answers. Remember 
to give them some time to answer as they will not know one another at 
this point. 

• What role do you think religion played in how women developed 
friendships in the early 1900s, the time when our Founders began 
discussing forming a new sorority?  

• Why is it important for us as Phi Sigma Sigmas today to 
understand the commitment our Founders made on November 
26, 1913, to be the first nonsectarian sorority?  

• What does our founding as an organization that has been open 
to diverse membership from its inception have to do with Phi 
Sigma Sigma today?  

• What opportunities does this provide for us as Phi Sigma Sigmas 
today?   

HISTORY:  
THE FOUNDERS 
DISCUSSION 

Distribute the challenge handout and ask that they complete the 
questions provided. 

• With which Founder do you think you would have been friends? 

• Why would you have been friends with her? 

• What qualities do you think she possessed that you would have 
had in common with her? 

• Who would like to share a little about one of Founders and why 
you feel you have similar qualities?  

• How does knowing about your earliest sisters and our founding 
impact you? How does it make you feel?  

 

CHALLENGE:  
MEET OUR FOUNDERS 

1913 was an exciting time for our Founders to attend Hunter College. 
The concept of women in higher education was just beginning to take 
root. Our Founders were pioneers in every sense of the word – both in 
deciding to attend college and in making the truly momentous decision 
to form Phi Sigma Sigma. 
 
Understanding the happenings at Hunter College sets the stage for our 
discussion on “why” Phi Sigma Sigma. Our Founders created Phi Sigma 
Sigma for several reasons: 

• The Founders are the beginning authors of our story. They 
believed that women of different faiths could come together 
and work toward common goals.  

• When they approached the Dean of Women at Hunter College 
in New York City in 1913, they had a vision. The wanted to start 
a sorority that would promote open membership to all women 
of character, regardless of background.  

 

HISTORY:  
THE FOUNDERS 
CONTINUED 

BREAK IF NEEDED 
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In a format that makes sense for your class size, have the new 
members complete the reading individually or as a group. Keep them 
engaged and encourage them to stand and project. They can follow 
along on the handout provided.  
 
Philanthropy has always been an integral part of our Fraternity. From 
our inception, we have donated time and raised money to support a 
variety of causes from hospitals to camps to children’s organizations. 
During World War II, we invested $2,500 of our National Savings 
Account and $800 of the Convention Fund in War Bonds. We raised 
funds for a War Project – a Red Cross “Clubmobile,” which was a mobile 
canteen for American soldiers abroad. The Phi Sigma Sigma 
Foundation was announced in the spring of 1965 and consolidated all 
of our philanthropic funds. The formal trust for the Foundation was set 
up in 1969, and in 1971 we adopted the National Kidney Foundation as 
our official philanthropic cause—a relationship that lasted over four 
decades. 
 
The Founders of Phi Sigma Sigma were drawn together by our twin 
ideals, “the brotherhood of man and alleviation of the world’s pain.” 
These ideals are woven throughout the fabric of Phi Sigma Sigma – 
from the day each new member receives her new member pin, through 
her years as a collegian and throughout her lifetime as an alumna. The 
Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation is the international philanthropy of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. Through the Foundation, our Founders’ high ideals are 
transformed into reality. 
 
Processing  

• Reactions? What stands out to you?  

• Where do we see these examples of service as a part of our 
organization and Greek community today? 

 

HISTORY: 
SERVICE/PHILANTHROPY 

As a new member of Phi Sigma Sigma, you are the future of our 
sorority. You will receive so much from our sisterhood, but you also 
have a responsibility to contribute to and represent Phi Sigma Sigma. 
The way you represent yourself on campus, within our local 
community, and throughout your academic career will now reflect on 
Phi Sigma Sigma. Whether it is on social media, at a party or event, or 
just walking across campus, you are Phi Sigma Sigma. 
 
The very first line of The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma states, “I believe a 
woman who serves is a woman who leads.” 
 
On a piece of paper write three thoughts you have for the following 
questions: 

• What does service or to serve mean to you?  

• How are you willing to serve others as a sister of Phi Sigma 
Sigma?  

CHALLENGE:  
A WOMAN WHO SERVES 
IS A WOMAN WHO LEADS 
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  • How do you believe Phi Sigma Sigma will serve you?  

• What does leadership and service have in common?  

• Who has been a role model or mentor for you to this point in 
your life? 
 

Have a few of them share the answers to several of the questions. 
This would be a good time for you to share your thoughts and 
answers to some of the questions. You could also have someone 
who is respected in the chapter come in and share her thoughts 
about leadership and to service. 

CHALLENGE:  
A WOMAN WHO SERVES 
IS A WOMAN WHO LEADS 
CONTINUED 

As we have discussed, service and leadership are an important part of 
the Phi Sigma Sigma experience. One of the many special role models 
and people you develop relationships with in our sorority is your big 
sister. A big sister is someone who understands and has a deep love 
for Phi Sigma Sigma and is going to be a role model or mentor for you 
as a new member and throughout your time as a sister. A big sister is 
not intended to be your “pal” as much as she is someone to guide you 
in a positive direction as you navigate academics, the campus 
experience, and to some degree, the social experience on campus. 
Most importantly, the type of person who will be your big sister is 
someone we hope will teach you the importance of sisterhood, 
friendship and skills to last you a lifetime. 
 
In Phi Sigma Sigma we want to ensure the women serving as big sisters 
are prepared to invest in membership experience. To be eligible to take 
a little sister, actives have to be in good standing academically and 
financially and they may not be in the middle of any standards 
process/status. While we will provide you with many opportunities to 
meet as many members as possible before you start to consider who 
you would like to be your big sister, it is important to remember that 
regardless of who you are paired with, close relationship exist beyond 
any of the family relationships. It is just one of the ways in which our 
members connect to one another. In several weeks, we will ask you to 
make a list of three women you would be interested in having as your 
big sister. The eligible big sisters will do the same. A small committee 
of leaders will then use a mutual matching process to pair each of you 
with a mentor. 
 

BIG SISTER  
PRESENTATION 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

Thank you for being here and participating fully. 
 
We appreciate you and your willingness to get a little silly and get to know 
one another. We are all here to support you and help you achieve the 
balance you need and the Phi Sigma Sigma experience you are looking for. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Singing is a part of sorority whether during recruitment, a celebration 
or just hanging out with your sisters. Today/tonight we will teach one 
of our most special songs called Liebestraum which is the Hymn of Phi 
Sigma Sigma and is sung at each chapter meeting. 
 
The March 1938 issue of The Sphinx, the magazine of Phi Sigma Sigma, 
included a songbook with several pages of songs submitted by 
collegiate chapters. One of the songs published was the “Preference 
Night Hymn,” which we recognize today as our official hymn to the tune 
of Liebestraum. It was submitted by Paula Berman and Sylvia Robinson 
of Zeta Chapter. 

We love you so, Phi Sigma Sigma, 
Cherished Fraternity, 

Our love will grow, Phi Sigma Sigma, 
Until eternity. 

Your Sphinx head proud and true, 
Binds us all to you, 

Where e’er we go, Phi Sigma Sigma 
First in our hearts you’ll be. 

 
Have them circle up and you will teach them this song. The way you 
teach this song is important to the way they will sing it at chapter, 
ritual, etc. You are responsible as to how they will learn and 
understand the importance of our Hymn. A recording of the Hymn is 
provided in the SDC Toolbox.  
 

CREATING SISTERHOOD 
THROUGH MUSIC 
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HUNTER COLLEGE 

In the 1840s, New York City was very concerned about the quality of teachers 
employed in public schools. Accordingly, on May 8, 1847, New York City established 
the Free Academy, a teaching school for men that did not charge tuition.  

On February 14, 1870, New York City established a sister school to the Free Academy, 
the Female Normal and High School. Located above a carriage shop at Broadway and 
East 4th Street, 1,105 women enrolled in the first year of operation and no tuition was 
charged. Students were required to complete six grades in three years to receive a 
degree. The school’s first president was Dr. Thomas Hunter, a staunch advocate of 
education for women.  

The Female Normal and High School encountered significant and immediate 
resistance to its mission of educating women. The school’s name was changed to the 
Normal College of the City of New York on April 26, 1870 in an attempt to insulate the 
school from pressure to eliminate funding for the higher education of women. In 1872, 
the minimum enrollment age was 14 years. And in 1879, the school expanded the 
three-year program to a four-year program. 

MODULE TWO 

ARCHON 

VICE ARCHON 

BURSAR 

MEMBER-AT-LARGE 

MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT CHAIRMAN 

SISTER DEVELOPMENT CHAIRMAN 

RISK MANAGEMENT CHAIRMAN 

SCRIBE 

TRIBUNE 

HOUSE MANAGER 
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In 1888, the Normal College of the City of New York was incorporated as a New York 
State college and was granted the power to confer bachelor’s degrees. At that time, 
the school was split into two tracks. “Normal” track graduates received a teaching 
license while “Academic” track graduates received a bachelor’s degree. Also in 1888, 
the minimum enrollment age was increased to 15 years and professor salaries were 
raised to $500 per year.  

In 1902, the Normal College of the City of New York eliminated the Normal track and 
offered only bachelor’s degrees to its graduates. In 1903, the school was split into the 
Normal High School and the Normal College of the City of New York. The high school 
consisted of four years of academic study, while the college consisted of three years 
of academic study. 

In 1906, Dr. Hunter retired after 36 years as president. In 1908, the school increased 
the college academic program to four years. In 1913, the school moved to a six-story 
gothic building located on Lexington Avenue between 68th and 69th Streets. Our 
Founders attended school at this location. In 1914, the school was renamed Hunter 
College of the City of New York. Hunter College admitted men for the first time in 1955 
and first required students to pay tuition in 1976.  

1913 was an exciting time for our Founders to attend Hunter College. The concept of 
women in higher education was just beginning to take root. Our Founders were 
pioneers in every sense of the word – both in deciding to attend college and in making 
the truly momentous decision to form Phi Sigma Sigma. 
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MEET OUR FOUNDERS 

1. With which Founder do you think you would have been friends? 
 
 
 

2. Why would you have been friends with her? 
 
 
 

3. What qualities do you think she possessed that you would have had in 
common with her? 
 
 
 

4. Who would like to share a little about one of Founders and why you feel you 
have similar qualities?  
 
 
 

5. How does knowing about your earliest sisters and our founding impact you? 
How does it make you feel?  
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Philanthropy has always been an integral part of our Fraternity. From our inception, 
we have donated time and raised money to support a variety of causes from hospitals 
to camps to children’s organizations. During World War II, we invested $2,500 of our 
National Savings Account and $800 of the Convention Fund in War Bonds. We raised 
funds for a War Project – a Red Cross “Clubmobile,” which was a mobile canteen for 
American soldiers abroad. The Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation was announced in the 
spring of 1965 and consolidated all of our philanthropic funds. The formal trust for the 
Foundation was set up in 1969, and in 1971 we adopted the National Kidney Foundation 
as our official philanthropic cause—a relationship that lasted over four decades. 

The Founders of Phi Sigma Sigma were drawn together by our twin ideals, “the 
brotherhood of man and alleviation of the world’s pain.” These ideals are woven 
throughout the fabric of Phi Sigma Sigma – from the day each new member receives 
her new member pin, through her years as a collegian and throughout her lifetime as 
an alumna. The Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation is the international philanthropy of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. Through the Foundation, our Founders’ high ideals are transformed into 
reality. 
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“I BELIEVE A WOMAN WHO SERVES IS A WOMAN WHO LEADS.” 

1. What does service or to serve mean to you?  
 
 
 

2. How are you willing to serve others as a sister of Phi Sigma Sigma?  
 
 
 

3. How do you believe Phi Sigma Sigma will serve you?  
 
 
 

4. What does leadership and service have in common?  
 
 
 

5. Who has been a role model or mentor for you to this point in your life? 
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  MODULE THREE. 

FRIENDSHIP & SISTERHOOD. 
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Module Three 
This meeting will challenge our new members to begin to learn about our values of faith, love and 
sincerity. We will be teaching them about our values, and how we put them into action. Phi Sigma 
Sigma is about a lifetime of friendship. During this meeting, we will: 

1. Share with our new members a deeper meaning of what faith, love and sincerity means 
to our Phi Sigma Sigma sisterhood.  

2. Explain how we incorporate faith, love and sincerity into our daily lives through our 
actions.  

3. Teach how our values help us to believe in ourselves and empower one another.   
4. Share how being truthful and trustworthy is the core of who we are as Phi Sigma 

Sigmas.   
5. Explanation of accountability and how our policies and disciplinary process supports 

them as individuals and creates a safe space for our sisters and guests. 
 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will understand the accountability aspect of being in Phi Sigma Sigma and 
why it is important. 

• New members will discuss their relationships with their big sisters and see how having an 
older mentor/guide will help them to understand Phi Sigma Sigma in a more meaningful 
way.   

• New members will begin to process the role ritual plays in the organization.  

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• Reflect on its meaning for you personally  
o What do you value and how has Phi Sigma Sigma effected your personal 

perspective or values?  
o Have you or someone you have been close to veered off course and been kept 

accountable by Phi Sigma Sigma? 
o When have you leaned on a sister for support or care during a time of need?  

 
YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY  

THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

Member-at-Large 
Members of the Standards Board 

 

PEOPLE 

History Handout 
Fraternity Policy Handout (Folder) 

Access to a Projector 
Audio – Auxiliary Cord 

 

PROGRAMMING 

Chapter Specific Announcements 
Pens or Markers & Supplies for 
Chosen Icebreakers/Energizers  

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

Carefully consider and choose 
icebreakers and activities that fit 

the space you have.  

 

Review the content and make 
notes as needed. Reflect on its 

meaning for you personally.  

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Start PowerPoint 
Presentation & 
Upbeat Music 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

 
  

READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
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GO! 

Last week we shared information about our chapter’s leadership and the ways 
in which our chapter serves those in the community around us. Last week we 
also started the conversation of your big sister and how she will be a special 
person to help you better understand Phi Sigma Sigma and help you navigate 
various aspects of campus life.  
 
As part of your learning this week, we will share with you about Phi Sigma 
Sigma values in a more meaningful way as we discuss how we hold one another 
accountable. Your big sister will be an important part of that process. Like any 
organization, we have expectations of our members. Phi Sigma Sigma has 
policies and a process of discipline to continue to challenge us to be the best 
women we can be, but also to keep us safe. You will understand this concept 
a little better as we go through our time together tonight/today.  
 
We also want all of us to understand how we can have fun without putting any 
one in a difficult situation.  
 
Part of being in a sisterhood, and especially Phi Sigma Sigma, is that we care 
about one other. We try to learn from one another to help us grow and develop 
as women.  
 
Being a part of Phi Sigma Sigma gives us an opportunity to find the best part 
of ourselves and to be exposed to new and exciting adventures, as well.  
 
This week will discuss how can we have fun but also live the values of Phi Sigma 
Sigma and take care of one another. This is truly the deeper meaning of 
sisterhood, being a part of the Phi Sigma Sigma family!  
 
Let’s get started. 
 

Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 

ICEBREAKER/ENERGIZER 
ATTENDANCE 
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As the facilitator, you will ask the following questions to get the 
group involved. Ask the question, and allow for several answers: 

• What are values?  

• What are some values that are important to you?  

• Where do we learn our values?  

• What are values you look for in a friend?   
 
We all come to Phi Sigma Sigma with our personal value system in 
place. Whether by a teacher, your parents, a coach, maybe a friend, 
we are all taught values that at some point we decide are important to 
us.  
 
In a similar way, the Founders of Phi Sigma Sigma and our sisters 
throughout the years, have shared the values of faith, love and 
sincerity. Let’s talk about what this means. 
 
Ask new members to find someone they don’t know very well. After 
introducing themselves to one another, they should take a few 
minutes and share with each other what faith, love and sincerity 
mean to them. (Give them about five minutes to share. Once they 
have shared with one another, have come back to the big group.) 
 
Ask for volunteers to share what they discussed with their partners. 
Allow a few new members to share, then ask these questions: 

• What does it mean to empower one another?  

• How do these values help us to empower one another?  

• Why would it be important for sorority sisters to be truthful and 
trustworthy?  

• How does empowering one another, being truthful and 
trustworthy and understanding faith, love and sincerity make 
our sisterhood stronger? 

 
As Phi Sigma Sigmas, we all make promises to live by these concepts. 
As new members, you are learning what this means within our 
sisterhood. Our sorority is about helping our members and others 
through the lifelong friendships we share. Our goal through this 
experience is to help you feel a bond with our sorority that will continue 
to grow as you grow in Phi Sigma Sigma. Sisterhood in Phi Sigma Sigma 
is not a meeting, not an event or a program. Phi Sigma Sigma bonds 
are truly about lifelong friendships.  
 

DISCUSSION:  
SIGNING UP FOR 
SINCERITY 

BREAK IF NEEDED 
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  There will be times when Phi Sigma Sigma will hold you to a higher 

standard than you have ever been held to. This is because we love and 
care about you and because being a Phi Sigma Sigma is an honor and 
a responsibility. Do you think we are starting to get the concept of 
sisterhood? 
 
Most of you have probably heard that Phi Sigma Sigma has 
expectations and policies to which all member are held accountable. 
What does this mean to each of us? As an older sister, I have learned 
what Phi Sigma Sigma expects of me. It’s pretty simple. Our sorority 
expects us to be active members of the sorority and on campus, to 
follow the law and our policies and to take care of one another. You 
might be thinking, what does that mean for me? Does that mean I can’t 
have fun? What if I am at another organization’s event, do I still have 
to follow what Phi Sigma Sigma has taught me?  
 
Let’s talk about this. 
 
Ask new members to refer to the handout provided to follow along. 
 
Our expectations of membership are important for us to understand 
what is expected of us as members of Phi Sigma Sigma. Think about it, 
if we did not have guidelines for being a Phi Sigma Sigma, anyone could 
be a member. That would not make this experience feel any different 
than other clubs and organizations on campus. Basically, our 
expectations are if you want to be a good member of the sorority, then 
you work to be the best and most engaged version of yourself. 

• Responsibility to Self - We count on our sisters to take care of 
themselves first, so they are able to care for others. Sisters 
should strive for academic excellence and prioritize personal 
development in the classroom and beyond. 

• Responsibility to Chapter - The success of a chapter depends 
on the continued growth, financial stability and maintenance of 
high operational standards. Each member must play her part in 
helping the chapter achieve such success. 

• Responsibility to Campus and Community - We expect our 
sisters to participate in campus activities and community 
programs. Phi Sigma Sigma members are encouraged to 
establish friendships throughout the fraternity/sorority 
community.  

• Responsibility to Fraternity - As women join Phi Sigma Sigma 
they are asked to make a commitment to the Fraternity in the 
way of active participation, adherence to policies, 
confidentiality and the completion of sister development 
programs to achieve the best possible membership 
experience.   

DISCUSSION: 
EXPECTATIONS OF 
MEMBERSHIP 
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Facilitated Questions 

• In your experiences prior to Phi Sigma Sigma, was there a time 
when you were held to specific standards? Maybe you were a 
member of a sports team, an organization or a club that had 
expectations for your participation in that activity? 

• Are you surprised that a sorority would have expectations for 
membership?  

• How does accountability contradict what you may have heard 
about sororities before you joined Phi Sigma Sigma?  

 
Allow the MAL and Standards Board 5-10 minutes to discuss the 
purpose and process they employ to hold members accountable.  
 
All of us as older members are here to help you understand the 
expectations of membership. We have been where you are and we 
want you to understand what this means. 
 
Following this discussion, you may spend time reviewing mandatory 
events, fines and points if they are applicable to your chapter. You 
will want to introduce this concept in a way that the new members 
understand that fines, points and mandatory attendance are in place 
to ensure our members attend and take to heart the events that 
most align with the organizations values. (Hint: if your chapter’s 
fines, points and attendance policies don’t serve that purpose, your 
executive board should take time to amend).   
 

DISCUSSION: 
EXPECTATIONS OF 
MEMBERSHIP 
CONTINUED 
 

If you have not already, you will soon learn that the collective culture 
of a sisterhood of women serves to care for one another. Members are 
asked to invest in the personal development of each sister by fostering 
a commitment to lifelong learning, leadership through service and 
strong social standards to promote the advancement of womanhood. 
 
To maintain a dynamic sisterhood comprised of confident, healthy and 
empowered women, it is important to promote overall wellness. The 
habits and behaviors that support a healthy and well-balanced life can 
grow from the relationships that are established as soon as you join. 
 
Facilitated Questions 

• How have you experienced or witnessed care cultivated 
through sisterhood in the chapter?  

• What are the benefits to a network of sisters in a shared 
experience?  

• In what way(s) have members of your chapter assisted in 
managing a well-balanced life?  

 

DISCUSSION:  
CULTURE OF CARE 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

Thank you for being here and participating fully. We appreciate you and your 
willingness to learn more about Phi Sigma Sigma and how our Creed can be 
a guide for us to be better women and better sisters.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Our ritual is a series of beautiful ceremonies that are special to us as 
members of Phi Sigma Sigma. You have already participated in some 
of our ceremonies like the Preference Ceremony during recruitment 
and the New Member Pinning Ceremony.  
 
Our ritual is the foundation of our sisterhood. Ritual is not just a 
ceremony, but the way we apply our values, the way we live our lives, 
the way we love one another and others. While we do have some 
ceremonies that are open, the majority of our ritual is secret and is 
reserved for only initiated members of Phi Sigma Sigma. Ritual is our 
foundation as an organization. It is how we make decisions, how we 
lead, how we serve and most importantly how we love one another 
within the bonds of Phi Sigma Sigma.  
 
We cannot discuss our friendship and sisterhood within the 
organization without acknowledging the common thread of ritual in 
which we are all weaved together.  
 
Ahead of your initiation we will ensure that you are prepared and ready 
for this rite of passage offered only to friends who aspire to be sisters.  
 

RITUAL 



 

	 	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

FAITH 

 

 

LOVE 

 

 

SINCERITY 

MODULE TWO 

• What are values?  

• What are some values that are important to you?  

• Where do we learn our values?  

• What are values you look for in a friend?   
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OUR RITUAL IS THE FOUNDATION OF OUR SISTERHOOD. 
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MODULE FOUR. 
ADVANCEMENT OF 

WOMANHOOD. 
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Module Four 
This meeting will challenge our new members to begin to learn about Phi Sigma Sigma’s friendships 
as one of the 26 member groups of the National Panhellenic Conference as well as with other 
women’s sororities on campus. We will be teaching them about how Phi Sigma Sigma is a leader 
within NPC both on campus as well as on an international level. We will also share how Phi Sigma 
Sigma works within our chapters as well as on an international level. Most importantly, we will teach 
our new members how we are invested in their success and how all of this fits into opportunities 
provided throughout their lives because of Phi Sigma Sigma. This workshop will: 

1. Share with our new members the basics of being a part of a Panhellenic community 
and what that means to all of us as women.  

2. Explain the structure of why we are members of the college Panhellenic community on 
our campus as well as on an international level. 

3. Explain who leads Phi Sigma Sigma on an international level and how alumnae 
volunteers and professional staff members partner together to ensure the Fraternity's 
success and provide an outstanding membership experience. 

4. Share how Phi Sigma Sigma has opportunities for you to stay involved and connected 
to the sorority for a lifetime. 

 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will have a better understanding of how Phi Sigma Sigma engages with 
other Greek letter organizations on both a local and international level.  

• New members will begin understand how Phi Sigma Sigma governs within your chapter as 
well as on an international level.   

• New members will have a deeper understanding of how invested we are in their success 
and happiness and how we want to help them in any possible way. 

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• Reflect on its meaning for you personally  
o What positive Panhellenic experiences have you had?  
o What topics or issues on your campus might sorority women be able to make a 

difference? 
o What do you find most interesting about other Greek organizations?  

 
YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY 

 THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

Panhellenic Delegate or 
Panhellenic Executive Board 

Member 

 

History Handout 
Challenge Handout 

Access to a Projector 
Audio – Auxiliary Cord 

 

PROGRAMMING 

Chapter Specific Announcements 
Pens or Markers & Supplies for 
Chosen Icebreakers/Energizers  

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

Carefully consider and choose 
icebreakers and activities that fit 

the space you have.  

 

Review the content and make 
notes as needed. Reflect on its 

meaning for you personally.  

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Start PowerPoint 
Presentation & 
Upbeat Music 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

PEOPLE 

 
  

READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
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GO! 

Phi Sigma Sigma is an incredible organization with more than 70,000 
members.  
 
We are also a partner in an umbrella group called the National Panhellenic 
Conference. Otherwise known as NPC, it is comprised of 26 inter/national 
women's fraternities, some of which have chapters in the United States and 
others have chapters in Canada as well. Phi Sigma Sigma is an active 
participant in NPC.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma partners with other sororities and fraternities on both a 
campus and an international level.  
 
Today, we will have conversations that will teach you a little more about why 
it is important for Phi Sigma Sigma and its members to be engaged with other 
organizations and how that can create opportunities for you to be involved.  
 
We are asking you to be open and listen to us as your leaders and to listen 
to one another. 
 
Let’s get started. 
 

Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 

ICEBREAKER/ENERGIZER 
ATTENDANCE 

In a format that makes sense for your class size, have the new 
members complete the reading individually or as a group. Keep them 
engaged and encourage them to stand and project. They can follow 
along on the handout provided.  

HISTORY:  
COMMUNITY 
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National Officer’s Message: Our Answer to Criticism in The Sphinx, 
Winter 1956 
 
Recently the fraternity system has undergone serious setbacks and, 
even worse, extremely critical accusations have been leveled at us. 
Certainly you have heard discussed the administrative inspection of 
constitutions. You have heard the premise that sororities and 
fraternities do more harm that good by their methods of selecting 
members. You have heard the argument that campus life is not 
enhanced or made more meaningful by Greek letter groups on your 
campus. 
 
Of course, we all know the answers to these questions. The point is, 
however, what are we doing to ease our present defensive position? 
Are we actively selling ourselves to our fellow-students and 
administration, or are we complacently sitting back letting this tide of 
disapproval overwhelm us? 
 
There are, of course, many things we can all do to better our situation. 
I would like to make several suggestions and hope that you study them 
and evaluate your chapter’s progress in these areas. 
 
(1) Service to the University – Is your chapter recognized by the 
administration as the one that is immediately ready and eager to pitch 
in and work when help is needed? When the Dean of Women is hunting 
for a group to handle a job, does she call upon you to do it, knowing 
you can be counted on? 
 
If your university is sponsoring an event, do you offer your services as 
a cohesive, organized group? You will discover that this kind of activity 
not only makes your university happier about your existence, but will 
give your chapter a new kind of spirit and will earn you new respect 
from other chapters on the campus. 
 
(2) Undergraduate activities—Each member of your chapter should 
belong to at least two undergraduate groups. However, don’t just join. 
Show some interest in these groups. Your Greek letter experience can 
be put to work to help these organizations with their projects. 
 
(3) College and City Panhellenic – Our National Panhellenic Association 
is the most vital force we possess to protect our interests. Not only 
should your chapter work closely with its college Panhellenic, but your 
alumnae should be working with their City Panhellenic, if there is one in 
your community. 
 
I would be most happy to hear about your chapter’s progress in these 
directions. Please let me hear from you. 
 
Fraternally, 
Rae S. Ginsburg, 2nd Grand Vice Archon 
 

HISTORY:  
COMMUNITY 
CONTINUED 
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In the 1960s there was a sense of defensiveness amongst Greek groups. 
Fraternity and sorority leaders and their communications spent a lot of 
time and energy defending the Greek way of life. Positive Greek sentiment 
was on the decline and it showed in decreasing chapter sizes and chapter 
closures. This defensive stance was wonderfully addressed by newly 
elected Grand Archon Jeanine Jacobs Goldberg (Nu, ’60) in the Fall 1969 
issue of The Sphinx: 
 
“For you who are undergraduates in a time when the Greek system is 
passively bowing under heavy attack, begin selling sorority actively to 
others and to yourselves. Work for your chapter; strengthen its programs. 
Seek positions of leadership and influence on campus. Make our voice 
heard, too. And divest yourselves of the fear that we have something to 
hide or the need to apologize for our very existence. Prove your worth to 
the sorority by proving our worth to the whole campus community. 
 
The very existence of our fraternity today is the result of this combined 
effort on the part of Greeks across the nation. It is this Panhellenic spirit 
that has enabled us all to survive during the past era of unrest and now, 
to grow again. 
 
There are two lessons to be learned from “the battle of Title IX.” First, that 
alumnae support, commencing the day of graduation and never-ending, is 
vital to our existence. Second, as Greeks, we are strongest together. 
Unified, we can survive and continue to grow!” 
 
NPC Delegate Clarisse Harrison Markowitz (Pi, ’26) who served Phi Sigma 
Sigma for more than 50 years as Grand Archon and NPC Delegate, had 
the following to say about the challenges we faced in the 1970s: 
 
“The mid-nineteen seventies were the most difficult time for Greeks during 
the many years I served. Big issues had to be faced. When colleges gave 
more powers of self-determination to students, NPC had to consider if it 
would relax its guidelines or keep them as they were. University officials 
were expecting women’s fraternities to set the boundaries for students! 
What we did do was to address the issue of attracting and retaining 
membership. We also developed programs to recruit new members.” 
  
 
Processing:  

• What stands out to you about these communications regarding 
Greek community and university relations?  

• Have the issues identified changed and evolved in today’s current 
climate? If so, how? 

HISTORY:  
COMMUNITY 
CONTINUED 
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As the facilitator, you will ask the following questions to get the 
group involved. Ask the question, and allow for several answers: 

• As a student on our campus, you have seen members of other 
Greek letter organizations. You may have even met women 
through the recruitment process. Before joining Phi Sigma 
Sigma, what did you know about the sorority/fraternity 
community in general?  

• Were there stereotypes you had heard from the media, 
movies, relatives, friends and family? If so, what were some of 
those stereotypes?  

• Now that you are a new member of Phi Sigma Sigma, how have 
your perceptions changed? 

 
As an organization that is more than 100 years old, we have gone 
through changes over time. Here are few important facts for you to 
know: 

• Our Founders were college women just like us. They wanted to 
share a bond with other women at a time in history when 
women were not wanted or very welcomed on college 
campuses.  

• They were smart, talented, courageous and creative or we 
would probably not be here today. They may not have had all 
the answers, but they knew they wanted a place where women 
from all backgrounds could become friends.   

• As we grew as an organization, it was important we partner 
with other sororities who were also providing a place for the 
growing number of women on college campuses.  In 1951, Phi 
Sigma Sigma joined the National Panhellenic Conference and 
has been active members ever since.   

• This impacts us as collegiate woman because we are all 
members of our college Panhellenic community. We participate 
in educational opportunities, fun events and even community 
service experiences with other members of the 
fraternity/sorority community. It’s a great way for you as a new 
member to get to know members of other organizations. 

 
Facilitated Questions: 

• How does your involvement in our fraternity/sorority 
community on campus help promote Phi Sigma Sigma?  

• What do you feel you can learn from being involved in 
Panhellenic and other organizations?  

• What types of activities do you feel we should be involved with 
as members of Phi Sigma Sigma? 

 

DISCUSSION: 
INTRODUCTION TO 
COMMUNITY 
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  Sororities have many aspects in common. We all have values, symbols, 

rituals, sisterhood and expectations of our members, and, ultimately, 
provide an opportunity for friendships to develop. Within the National 
Panhellenic Conference, we all have pins or badges which are outward 
symbols of an inner commitment. Let’s see if we know women who 
might wear these badges. 
 
Ask new members to refer to their handout and complete the activity 
and questions provided. 
 
Activity – looking at all of the NPC organizations represented on the 
page and make note of how many members of those organizations you 
know in each sorority. If you have a family member or someone close 
to you in an organization mark it with a star. 
 
Questions: 

• Were you surprised at how many sorority women you know 
already?  

• Write about the person who encouraged you to join a sorority. 
Now write what you would say to that person now that you 
have been in Phi Sigma Sigma for a couple of weeks.  

 
When it seems if most people are done, have them find a partner 
and share their answers. 
 
Facilitated Questions: 

• What did we learn about the importance of being involved as 
a member of the Panhellenic community?  

• How does partnering with other sororities make Phi Sigma 
Sigma a stronger organization?  

• What can you do to share the importance of your sorority 
involvement with others? 

 

WHO IS THE NATIONAL 
PANHELLENIC 
CONFERENCE (NPC) 

Ask for a volunteer to read both the Panhellenic Creed and The 
Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma aloud before individually answer the 
questions on the following page. 

• What commonalities stand out to you in The Phi Sigma Sigma 
Creed and the Panhellenic Creed? 

• In what ways does Phi Sigma Sigma embody the values 
explained in the Panhellenic Creed? 

• “Through mutual respect and helpfulness” is a key phrase in 
the Panhellenic Creed. How can Phi Sigma Sigma show respect 
and helpfulness to other sororities, and how can those 
sororities show us respect and helpfulness? 

• What are some ways that you plan to live up to the ideals set 
forth in The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma? 

 

CHALLENGE: 
COORDINATING CREEDS 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

Tonight/today we learned about how Phi Sigma Sigma members believe in 
advancing not only themselves, but one another. We have sisters of all ages 
who empower others to be their best and we help one another see the 
potential each one of us has. Phi Sigma Sigma provides opportunities for us 
to discover so much about ourselves and others. What a special gift of love 
we have in our sorority! 
 
Thank you for being here and participating fully. We appreciate you and your 
willingness to learn more about Phi Sigma Sigma and how our Creed can be 
a guide for us to be better women and better sisters.  
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Ask new members to write down three goals they have for their 
involvement in Phi Sigma Sigma. Maybe it has something to do with 
their major, service or life in general. When they have completed 
that, have them write down who is their most important role model 
and why. 

• Who would like to share your goals?  

• Who would like to share your mentor and why that person is a 
mentor to you?  

 
Have a few of them share their answers to several of the questions. 
This would be a good time for you to share your thoughts and 
answers to some of the questions. You could also have someone 
who is respected in the chapter come in and share her thoughts 
about leadership and service. 

REFLECTION: LOOKING 
FORWARD 



 

	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

NATIONAL OFFICER’S MESSAGE: OUR ANSWER TO CRITICISM  
IN THE SPHINX, WINTER 1956 

Recently the fraternity system has undergone serious setbacks and, even worse, 
extremely critical accusations have been leveled at us. Certainly you have heard 
discussed the administrative inspection of constitutions. You have heard the 
premise that sororities and fraternities do more harm that good by their methods 
of selecting members. You have heard the argument that campus life is not 
enhanced or made more meaningful by Greek letter groups on your campus. 

Of course, we all know the answers to these questions. The point is, however, what 
are we doing to ease our present defensive position? Are we actively selling 
ourselves to our fellow-students and administration, or are we complacently sitting 
back letting this tide of disapproval overwhelm us? 

There are, of course, many things we can all do to better our situation. I would like 
to make several suggestions and hope that you study them and evaluate your 
chapter’s progress in these areas. 

(1) Service to the University – Is your chapter recognized by the administration as 
the one that is immediately ready and eager to pitch in and work when help is 
needed? When the Dean of Women is hunting for a group to handle a job, does 
she call upon you to do it, knowing you can be counted on? 

If your university is sponsoring an event, do you offer your services as a cohesive, 
organized group? You will discover that this kind of activity not only makes your 
university happier about your existence, but will give your chapter a new kind of 
spirit and will earn you new respect from other chapters on the campus. 

(2) Undergraduate activities—Each member of your chapter should belong to at 
least two undergraduate groups. However, don’t just join. Show some interest in 
these groups. Your Greek letter experience can be put to work to help these 
organizations with their projects. 

(3) College and City Panhellenic – Our National Panhellenic Association is the most 
vital force we possess to protect our interests. Not only should your chapter work 
closely with its college Panhellenic, but your alumnae should be working with their 
City Panhellenic, if there is one in your community. 

I would be most happy to hear about your chapter’s progress in these directions. 
Please let me hear from you. 

Fraternally, 
Rae S. Ginsburg, 2nd Grand Vice Archon 
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In the 1960s there was a sense of defensiveness amongst Greek groups. Fraternity 
and sorority leaders and their communications spent a lot of time and energy 
defending the Greek way of life. Positive Greek sentiment was on the decline and it 
showed in decreasing chapter sizes and chapter closures. This defensive stance was 
wonderfully addressed by newly elected Grand Archon Jeanine Jacobs Goldberg 
(Nu, ’60) in the Fall 1969 issue of The Sphinx: 

“For you who are undergraduates in a time when the Greek system is passively 
bowing under heavy attack, begin selling sorority actively to others and to 
yourselves. Work for your chapter; strengthen its programs. Seek positions of 
leadership and influence on campus. Make our voice heard, too. And divest 
yourselves of the fear that we have something to hide or the need to apologize for 
our very existence. Prove your worth to the sorority by proving our worth to the 
whole campus community. 

The very existence of our fraternity today is the result of this combined effort on the 
part of Greeks across the nation. It is this Panhellenic spirit that has enabled us all to 
survive during the past era of unrest and now, to grow again. 

There are two lessons to be learned from “the battle of Title IX.” First, that alumnae 
support, commencing the day of graduation and never-ending, is vital to our 
existence. Second, as Greeks, we are strongest together. Unified, we can survive 
and continue to grow!” 

NPC Delegate Clarisse Harrison Markowitz (Pi, ’26) who served Phi Sigma Sigma for 
more than 50 years as Grand Archon and NPC Delegate, had the following to say 
about the challenges we faced in the 1970s: 

“The mid-nineteen seventies were the most difficult time for Greeks during the many 
years I served. Big issues had to be faced. When colleges gave more powers of self-
determination to students, NPC had to consider if it would relax its guidelines or keep 
them as they were. University officials were expecting women’s fraternities to set 
the boundaries for students! What we did do was to address the issue of attracting 
and retaining membership. We also developed programs to recruit new members.” 
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NATIONAL ORGANIZATION  FOUNDED JOINED NPC   MEMBERS 

Alpha Chi Omega   1885  1903   _________ 

Alpha Delta Pi   1851  1909   _________ 

Alpha Epsilon Phi   1909  1951   _________ 

Alpha Gamma Delta   1904  1909    _________ 

Alpha Omicron Pi   1897  1905   _________ 

Alpha Phi    1872  1902    _________ 

Alpha Sigma Alpha   1901  1951   _________ 

Alpha Sigma Tau   1899  1951   _________ 

Alpha Xi Delta   1893  1904   _________ 

Chi Omega    1895  1903   _________ 

Delta Delta Delta   1888  1902   _________ 

Delta Gamma     1873  1902   _________ 

Delta Phi Epsilon   1917  1951   _________ 

Delta Zeta    1902  1910   _________ 

Gamma Phi Beta   1874  1902   _________ 

Kappa Alpha Theta   1870  1902   _________ 

Kappa Delta    1897  1912   _________ 

Kappa Kappa Gamma  1870  1902   _________ 

Phi Mu     1852  1911   _________ 

Phi Sigma Sigma   1913  1951   _________ 

Pi Beta Phi    1867  1902   _________ 

Sigma Delta Tau   1917  1951   _________ 

Sigma Kappa    1874  1905   _________ 

Sigma Sigma Sigma   1898  1951   _________ 

Theta Phi Alpha   1912  1951   _________ 

Zeta Tau Alpha   1898  1909   _________ 
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1. Were you surprised at how many sorority women you know already?  

 

 

 

 

2. Write about the person who encouraged you to join a sorority. Now write 
what you would say to that person now that you have been in Phi Sigma 
Sigma for a couple of weeks.  

 

 

 

 

THE CREED OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA 

I believe a woman who serves is a woman who leads. 
I will devote myself at all times to upholding the ideals of Phi Sigma Sigma. 

I believe in faith, love and sincerity. 
I will find strength in the lifelong friendships I share in the bonds of our sisterhood. 

I believe in the advancement of womanhood. 
I will make the most of educational opportunities throughout my life and will 
become a woman of substance, character and influence. 

I believe in the perpetuity of Phi Sigma Sigma. 
I will build to the walls of our Pyramid. 

Once a Phi Sigma Sigma, Always a Phi Sigma Sigma 

 

CREED OF THE NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONFERENCE 

We, as undergraduate members of women's fraternities, stand for good 
scholarship, for guarding of good health, for maintenance of fine standards, and 
for serving, to the best of our ability, our college community. Cooperation for 
furthering fraternity life, in harmony with its best possibilities, is the ideal that shall 
guide our fraternity activities. We, as fraternity women, stand for service through 
the development of character inspired by the close contact and deep friendship 
of individual fraternity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and wise 
human service, through mutual respect and helpfulness, is the tenet by which we 
strive to live. 
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COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING 
 
What commonalities stand out to you in The Phi Sigma Sigma Creed and the 
Panhellenic Creed? 

 

 

In what ways does Phi Sigma Sigma embody the values explained in the 
Panhellenic Creed? 

 

 

“Through mutual respect and helpfulness” is a key phrase in the Panhellenic 
Creed. How can Phi Sigma Sigma show respect and helpfulness to other 
sororities, and how can those sororities show us respect and helpfulness? 

 

 

What are some ways that you plan to live up to the ideals set forth in  
The Creed of Phi Sigma Sigma? 

 

 

 

 

THREE GOALS FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN PHI SIGMA SIGMA: 

•  
  
 

•  
 
  

•   

 

MOST IMPORTANT ROLE MODEL: 

 

WHY? 
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MODULE FIVE. 
PERPETUITY OF THE 

FRATERNITY 
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Module Five 
This meeting will begin to prepare our new members to make promises to Phi Sigma Sigma during 
initiation.  We will help our new members to understand that they are now becoming a part of the 
Phi Sigma Sigma story. We will discuss their commitment, our commitment to our members and 
how this transition will create even more opportunities for them to grow as individuals, to become 
even more engaged within Phi Sigma Sigma and how, even more so now, they represent our 
sorority. 
 
This workshop will: 

1. Share with our new members a deeper understanding of the commitment they are making 
to Phi Sigma Sigma. 

2. Explain how being a fully initiated member of Phi Sigma Sigma is a privilege and a 
responsibility.  

3. Explain how they are becoming an important part of Phi Sigma Sigma’s sisterhood.  
4. Explain how they are now going to be a part of an amazing community of women who are 

sisters and friends.   
 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will have a better understanding of the promises and commitment they are 
about the make, as well as our commitment to them.  

• New members will begin to understand they are now a part of Phi Sigma Sigma’s story and 
we are a part of theirs. 

• New members will have a better understanding of how special the ritual of Phi Sigma Sigma 
is to them and their sisters.  

 
 

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• Reflect on its meaning for you personally  
o What positive interactions have you had with HQ? Advisors? Alumnae? Why are 

they important to the chapter?  
o What makes a life-long commitment in a sorority different from other student 

organizations? 
 

YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY 
THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

NMEB 
Archon or Advisor 

 

PEOPLE 

History Handout Access to a Projector 
Audio – Auxiliary Cord 

 

PROGRAMMING 

Chapter Specific Announcements 
Any required paperwork from 

your campus office.  

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

Carefully consider and choose 
icebreakers and activities that fit 

the space you have.  

 

Review the content and make 
notes as needed. Reflect on its 

meaning for you personally.  

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Start PowerPoint 
Presentation & 
Upbeat Music 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

 
  

READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
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GO! 

Over the past several weeks you have been learning about Phi Sigma Sigma 
– who we are, what we stand for and how you fit in.  You have also spent 
some time getting to know our members and understand how we are a part 
of the larger fraternity/sorority community on campus.     
 
Now it is time to understand how the commitment you are making to Phi 
Sigma Sigma lasts a lifetime. We will discuss the role and importance of Phi 
Sigma Sigma’s International Headquarters and staff.    
 
We will also have discussions about at our motto “Aim High” and the 
significance of the Sphinx and the Pyramid.   
 
We will prepare for any pre-initiation work we need to do as well.  
 
Let’s get started.  
 

Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 

ATTENDANCE 

In a format that makes sense for your class size, have the new 
members complete the reading individually or as a group. Keep them 
engaged and encourage them to stand and project. They can follow 
along on the handout provided.  
 
In the fall 1953 issue of The Sphinx, Clarisse Harrison Markowitz (Pi, ’26) 
recollected the Central Office of 1928: 
 
“Being, very frankly, quite a sentimentalist, my thoughts went back to 
the Phi Sigma Sigma Central Office as I first knew it in 1928. For several 
years 165 Broadway, New York, had housed our one desk and one file 
case. There was no full-time secretary—or even a part-time one. The 
office was staffed on a purely voluntary basis by willing and interested 
members of Phi Sigma Sigma including the National officers. It wasn’t 
unusual to find the Grand Archon, the National Tribune or The Sphinx 
Editor toiling at that lone desk long past midnight. The office hours 
depended entirely upon the secretary of the day’s personal 
employment schedule.” 
 

HISTORY: 
HEADQUARTERS 
STUPPORT 
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Now that we understand the Phi Sigma Sigma at the local level, let’s learn 
a little more about how we operate both on an international level and 
beyond a college campus. Phi Sigma Sigma is an international sorority with 
more than 106 chapters in the United States and Canada.  

Most people might believe that our organization is run by a large group of 
paid employees. We do have a Headquarters staff who take care of the 
day-to-day operations of the sorority; however, the governing decisions 
are made by volunteers that we call our Supreme Council. Supreme 
Council are women elected by the sorority to make decisions, be strategic 
thinkers and represent Phi Sigma Sigma on an international level.  

On a local level, we have volunteer advisors who stay involved after their 
college years to mentor and guide our chapters. We also have alumnae 
who stay connected to one another and the sorority. As we stated on your 
first day, Phi Sigma Sigma is for life. These women continue to love the 
sorority, one another and us to help keep the sorority a possibility for 
future generations of Phi Sigma Sigmas.  

The Fraternity has employed a variety of staff members and serviced our 
chapters from a host of locations, starting in the homes of our earliest 
national tribunes. Our headquarters has been called Executive Office, 
Central Office, and now Fraternity Headquarters. In 2004, we purchased 
our first International Headquarters in Elkridge, Maryland. Phi Sigma Sigma 
Headquarters is home to the Fraternity, the Foundation and the National 
Housing Corporation’s staff, records and historic memorabilia.  

Full-time staff on the programs and services team are responsible for the 
total health of colonies and collegiate chapters. The programs and services 
team works in partnership with local volunteers to ensure support and 
service is provided to achieve success. Each chapter works directly with 
one of the three chapter services managers to execute the day-to-day 
operations of the chapter. Our chapter’s CSM is ______________. The 
programs and services team also provides assistance as our chapter 
navigates elections, officer transition, training, event planning, budgeting 
and standards board issues.  

 

DISCUSS:  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
LEADERSHIP 

The success that Phi Sigma Sigma enjoys today is largely due to the 
insight, discretion and passion our Supreme Council has devoted to the 
Fraternity for nearly a century. These seven dedicated women are the 
heart of Phi Sigma Sigma and are responsible for our Fraternity. This 
includes policy-making and all other Fraternity business. These unpaid 
volunteers work closely with other Fraternity volunteers, Headquarters 
staff, the Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation and the National Housing 
Corporation.  
 
Supreme Council is the executive arm of the Fraternity and is comprised 
of seven officers who are elected by the Convention body: grand archon, 
grand vice archon, grand vice archon - finance and four directors. See 
included handout.  
 

DISCUSS:  
SUPREME COUNCIL 
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  A Charter’s Anniversary Message from The Sphinx, October 1933 

 
Dear Sorors*: 
Twenty years now look down upon the charter members of our 
fraternity. In our hopeful “teens” in November, 1913, little did we realize 
how well we were building for the future. Now in our late and somewhat 
mellowed thirties, we see our numerous chapters in colleges scattered 
through the length and breadth of our land. Looking back, we can only 
think of the very many happy hours we’ve had together. Our early 
efforts, our constant strivings to become firmly organized and now two 
decades later, we are as strong as the rock of Gibraltar! How wonderful 
it has all been! 
 
As for myself, I am looking forward to the day with much anticipation 
when I shall enjoy again my pleasant days in Phi Sigma Sigma through 
my little girl’s membership.* Although only in the fourth term at Hunter 
High School, she, too, looks forward to the day some years hence when 
she may be invited to join. 
 
Incidentally, and I say it very proudly, she will be the first daughter of 
a charter member—unless the somewhat older daughter of Lillian 
Gordon Alpern, another founder and my sister, enters a college with a 
Phi Sig Chapter first. Then the fraternity will be able to boast of 
becoming a grandparent. If my little daughter has only a small part of 
the fun and friendship we old-time charters knew, she is still in for a 
grand and glorious time. 
 
Time moves ruthlessly on with us, but our affection for Phi Sigma Sigma 
knows no bounds or limits. May it ever be so! 
 
Fraternally yours, 
Ethel Gordon Kraus 
(Alpha ’15)  
 
Fifty Years of Progress! From The Sphinx, Spring 1963 
By Jeanette Lipka Furst, Founder 
 
Our dream has come true! Our hearts swell with pride when we realize 
that the little pyramid of 10 has piled up to 10,000! Ten friends at 
Hunter College of different departments of the college, of different 
faiths—but mutual interests: friendship, love, loyalty, scholastic 
achievement, and a sincere desire to serve mankind! Our ideas were 
very high, our bonds of friendship and love so strong, and our desire 
to help others so sincere that it motivated us to form a sorority to 
perpetuate these qualities and principles. In order to identify ourselves 
we chose an emblem and symbols of these ideals and incorporated 
them into a ritual, so that they would be retained in the same high spirit 
and faith in its fullest measure till eternity. 
 

HISTORY: ALUMNAE LIFE 
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TRANSITION 

 
  HISTORY: ALUMNAE LIFE 

CONTINUED 

BREAK IF NEEDED 

Many alumnae have brought illustrious fame and honor to the name of 
Phi Sigma Sigma. We are so proud of them. Our active sorors too, have 
glorified Phi Sigma Sigma in the various colleges throughout the 
country by their outstanding scholarship and distinctive cultural 
activities. Thanks to you! It is so gratifying that we have gained 
recognition for our community, civic, and philanthropic activities 
throughout the world. 
 
Great appreciation is due to the individual members in every chapter! 
It is you dear sorors, who are strengthening our pyramid, maintaining 
our high status in the colleges and on the campuses. May you continue 
to grow and remember “Aim High” in your social, scholastic, 
philanthropic, and community achievements. 
 
“Once a Phi Sigma Sigma, always a Phi Sigma Sigma!” Be a Phi Sigma 
Sigma through and through! We entrust our sorority to you and we 
depend upon you to dignify, glorify, and make famous the name of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. 
 
The most rewarding phase of Sorority comes when we affiliate with an 
Alumnae Chapter. Then we fully realize those sincere friendships, the 
love, loyalty, and ideas with which we have been imbued. May the 
future years be as successful, as dynamic, as brilliant, as gratifying, and 
as wonderful as the past 50. May God bless our sorority and add 
strength, honor, glory, and everlasting devotion to the name we hold 
so dear: Phi Sigma Sigma. Diokete Hupsala! 
 
Processing  

• What stands out to you about the energy and enthusiasm of 
these alumnae members?  

• What is the significance of an alumna member in a life-long 
organization?   

• In what ways do you see yourself enjoying and benefitting from 
alumnae involvement? 

 

Now let’s talk about you. How do all these pieces of Phi Sigma Sigma impact you? One of the most 
amazing gifts we have in Phi Sigma Sigma are our sisters. It doesn’t matter if you are new to the 
sorority or if you have been initiated for 50 or more years, Phi Sigma Sigma is a place where you 
can grow, learn, serve and share your gifts and talents with others. We truly care about you! We 
want to see you be successful while in college, but also to help you accomplish your goals. 
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TRANSITION 

 
  • As we lead into the end of your Phi Program, what are some of 

your thoughts about what you have learned and experienced 
as a new member in Phi Sigma Sigma?  

• What are you most excited about as we move closer to your 
initiation and transition into an initiated member of our sorority?  

• If someone asked you what has been the most important part 
or aspect of your Phi Sigma Sigma experience so far, what 
would you tell them? 

 

FACILITATION QUESTIONS 

The ritual of Phi Sigma Sigma has been special to generations of our 
sisters for more than 100 years. Our initiation ritual is the ceremony in 
which we all make promises to commit to Phi Sigma Sigma for a lifetime, 
we learn the secrets of the sorority, and we become a fully initiated 
member with all rights and privileges. 
 
While ritual may seem now to just be a collection of ceremonies, it 
becomes something that matters based upon how we, as Phi Sigma 
Sigmas, represent ourselves and our sorority. Our actions truly do 
speak louder than words. We make a commitment to being the best 
sisters and friends to one another that we can be. What does this mean 
to you? 
 

THE RITUAL OF  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 

We have saved three special aspects of the sorority to share with you until this week:  the focus on 
ritual, our open motto, "Diokete Hupsala" which translates to “Aim High” and the Sphinx. These three 
aspects of our sorority are important to understand in a practical way.  
 
Here are few important facts for you to know: 

• During your new member experience, we have been challenging and supporting you to have a 
deeper understanding of what Phi Sigma Sigma offers you and what you offer our sorority.  Our 
open motto is "Diokete Hupsala" which is Greek for “Aim High,” and is the message we have 
been sharing with you as well. We discussed expectations, being your best, helping you grow, 
challenging you and supporting you. These aspects of being a member of Phi Sigma Sigma can 
be summoned up in two simple but powerful words, “Aim High.” Our Founders expected the 
best from one another. The Phi Sigma Sigma of today strives to be her best; to “Aim High” is 
just who we are. 

• The Sphinx is such a powerful symbol. Although we have not shared much with you about the 
Sphinx, there are some things you can assume just by looking at it maybe on our badge or in a 
picture. What is obvious is that it was such a powerful symbol for our Founders that it is the 
center point of our badge and the most prominent symbol of Phi Sigma Sigma.  
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The room should be dimly lit by candles. All new and initiated 
members hold onto the edges of a Phi Sigma Sigma blanket with a 
Fraternity badge in the center. The blanket should be held strong 
and taut (representing a strong chapter). The facilitator should share 
the analogy of the blanket and chapter. The facilitator states some 
of the problems and challenges that the Fraternity is facing.  
 
For example:  

• Have you missed chapter meetings? 

• Have you skipped class?  

• Have you pushed chapter members to break the rules?  

• Have you missed a bill payment? 

• Have you missed any philanthropic events?  

• Talked negatively about one of your sisters?  

• Talked negatively about another chapter on our campus?  

• Drank underage? 
 

If a member can relate to the statement, she must let one hand go 
of the blanket. The facilitator should discuss how each area hurts the 
chapter after each statement. (For example, Have you missed a 
recruitment event? If all members do not attend recruitment events 
the potential new members will think that the membership is not 
invested in the future of the chapter. A successful recruitment is 
achieved by a committed and organized chapter, not just a 
committed and organized recruitment committee.)  
 
With each statement, members will let go and the blanket will 
develop ripples and sag. The facilitator should discuss the value of 
each and every member of the chapter and how each person has to 
contribute to his full ability to make the chapter strong. Each member 
should share how she is going to keep the Fraternity strong.  
 
This activity is an example of how our actions should be congruent with 
our promises and values. As we have shared throughout your new 
member experience, Phi Sigma Sigma will challenge and support you. 
We all make mistakes, however, whatever decisions each one of us 
make does reflect on our sisterhood and Phi Sigma Sigma as an 
international organization.  
 
Remember, your big sister and all of us are here to help you navigate 
the sorority, our campus community and life in general.  
 
Facilitated Questions 

• What are some ceremonies in which you have participated?  

• What have ceremonies meant to you in your life?   

• When you joined Phi Sigma Sigma did you think you would be 
making these kinds of promises?  

• How can we help you to better understand the commitment 
you are about to make?  

 

CHALLENGE:  
PIN & FLAG 
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  Diokete Hupsala (Aim High) is a powerful message and introduced to 

you during your New Member Pinning Ceremony.  To Aim High means 
different things to each one of us. Phi Sigma Sigma expects us to Aim 
High in all that we do.  
 
We can Aim High academically, the way we serve, the way we lead, the 
way we care about ourselves and others. Aim High challenges us to be 
the best version of ourselves.  
 
Prepare to spend time ahead of your initiation reflecting on what this 
means to each one of us. 
 

THE OPEN MOTTO OF  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 

We have shared with you as much as we can to this point in your 
education about who we are as Phi Sigma Sigma, what we expect from 
you and what you can expect from us. 
 
The one very important symbol that you have seen on our Phi Sigma 
Sigma badges, our crest and maybe on a t-shirt is the Sphinx. The 
Sphinx has been important to Phi Sigma Sigma since our founding.  

THE SPHINX OF  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 

Before our last gathering ahead of initiation I ask you to complete a 
final assignment. It is important that you take this assignment seriously. 
You are to write a one-page written essay titled “What I Hope to Gain 
and Contribute through My Phi Sigma Sigma Membership”. Please bring 
this assignment with you to our next meeting.  
 
Be sure to be clear and direct about the length and format of the 
assignment (double/single spaced – front and back).  

CHALLENGE:  
FINAL ASSIGNMENT  
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CLOSING REMARKS 

As we have shared, your gifts and talents are important to the story of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. Upon your initiation, you will be a part of the perpetuity of our 
sorority. What does perpetuity mean anyway? Perpetuity means never 
ending. Our sisterhood is never ending. You are now going to be a part our 
never-ending bond of sisterhood. Your success will be our success. Your 
contribution will become a part of Phi Sigma Sigma’s story as will we become 
a part of yours. Let us together, create a sisterhood to last for all ages.  
 
Tonight/today we learned a little more about the foundation of what makes 
us Phi Sigma Sigma. As you move closer to making your promises to Phi 
Sigma Sigma, please know we are all here for you. This is an exciting time 
not only for you but for our chapter and Phi Sigma Sigma as an international 
organization. Our sisterhood is strong and will become even stronger as you 
make your commitment. We can’t wait to have you be fully initiated 
members.  
 
Let us stand and share our Creed together.  
 
Thank you for being here and participating fully. We appreciate you and your 
willingness to learn more about Phi Sigma Sigma and how our Creed can be 
a guide for us to be better women and better sisters.  
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  ANNOUNCEMENTS 



 

	 	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

IN THE FALL 1953 ISSUE OF THE SPHINX, CLARISSE HARRISON MARKOWITZ (PI, ’26)  
RECOLLECTED THE CENTRAL OFFICE OF 1928: 

“Being, very frankly, quite a sentimentalist, my thoughts went back to the Phi Sigma 
Sigma Central Office as I first knew it in 1928. For several years 165 Broadway, New 
York, had housed our one desk and one file case. There was no full-time secretary—
or even a part-time one. The office was staffed on a purely voluntary basis by willing 
and interested members of Phi Sigma Sigma including the National officers. It wasn’t 
unusual to find the Grand Archon, the National Tribune or The Sphinx Editor toiling at 
that lone desk long past midnight. The office hours depended entirely upon the 
secretary of the day’s personal employment schedule.” 

 

A CHARTER’S ANNIVERSARY MESSAGE FROM THE SPHINX, OCTOBER 1933 

Dear Sorors*: 

Twenty years now look down upon the charter members of our fraternity. In our 
hopeful “teens” in November, 1913, little did we realize how well we were building for 
the future. Now in our late and somewhat mellowed thirties, we see our numerous 
chapters in colleges scattered through the length and breadth of our land. Looking 
back, we can only think of the very many happy hours we’ve had together. Our early 
efforts, our constant strivings to become firmly organized and now two decades later, 
we are as strong as the rock of Gibraltar! How wonderful it has all been! 

As for myself, I am looking forward to the day with much anticipation when I shall 
enjoy again my pleasant days in Phi Sigma Sigma through my little girl’s membership.* 
Although only in the fourth term at Hunter High School, she, too, looks forward to the 
day some years hence when she may be invited to join. 

Incidentally, and I say it very proudly, she will be the first daughter of a charter 
member—unless the somewhat older daughter of Lillian Gordon Alpern, another 
founder and my sister, enters a college with a Phi Sig Chapter first. Then the fraternity 
will be able to boast of becoming a grandparent. If my little daughter has only a small 
part of the fun and friendship we old-time charters knew, she is still in for a grand and 
glorious time. 

MODULE FIVE 

OUR CHAPTER SERVICES MANAGER IS:  
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Time moves ruthlessly on with us, but our affection for Phi Sigma Sigma knows no 
bounds or limits. May it ever be so! 

Fraternally yours, 
Ethel Gordon Kraus 
(Alpha ’15)  

 

FIFTY YEARS OF PROGRESS! FROM THE SPHINX, SPRING 1963 
BY JEANETTE LIPKA FURST, FOUNDER 

Our dream has come true! Our hearts swell with pride when we realize that the little 
pyramid of 10 has piled up to 10,000! Ten friends at Hunter College of different 
departments of the college, of different faiths—but mutual interests: friendship, love, 
loyalty, scholastic achievement, and a sincere desire to serve mankind! Our ideas 
were very high, our bonds of friendship and love so strong, and our desire to help 
others so sincere that it motivated us to form a sorority to perpetuate these qualities 
and principles. In order to identify ourselves we chose an emblem and symbols of 
these ideals and incorporated them into a ritual, so that they would be retained in 
the same high spirit and faith in its fullest measure till eternity. 

Many alumnae have brought illustrious fame and honor to the name of Phi Sigma 
Sigma. We are so proud of them. Our active sorors too, have glorified Phi Sigma 
Sigma in the various colleges throughout the country by their outstanding 
scholarship and distinctive cultural activities. Thanks to you! It is so gratifying that 
we have gained recognition for our community, civic, and philanthropic activities 
throughout the world. 

Great appreciation is due to the individual members in every chapter! It is you dear 
sorors, who are strengthening our pyramid, maintaining our high status in the 
colleges and on the campuses. May you continue to grow and remember “Aim High” 
in your social, scholastic, philanthropic, and community achievements. 

“Once a Phi Sigma Sigma, always a Phi Sigma Sigma!” Be a Phi Sigma Sigma through 
and through! We entrust our sorority to you and we depend upon you to dignify, 
glorify, and make famous the name of Phi Sigma Sigma. 

The most rewarding phase of Sorority comes when we affiliate with an Alumnae 
Chapter. Then we fully realize those sincere friendships, the love, loyalty, and ideas 
with which we have been imbued. May the future years be as successful, as dynamic, 
as brilliant, as gratifying, and as wonderful as the past 50. May God bless our sorority 
and add strength, honor, glory, and everlasting devotion to the name we hold so 
dear: Phi Sigma Sigma. Diokete Hupsala! 
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MODULE SIX. 
ONCE, ALWAYS.  
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Module Six 
This is experience is intended to give the new members one more opportunity to clearly 
understand the personal commitment they are making to Phi Sigma Sigma.  We will help our new 
members to understand they are now becoming a part of the Phi Sigma Sigma. We will discuss this 
transition as a rite of passage that will not only create more opportunities for them to grow as 
individuals but will come with responsibilities. Being a Phi Sigma Sigma is an honor and a privilege 
that not everyone is afforded. Our responsibility as members including the newly initiated members 
needs to be understood. 
This experience will: 

1. Bridge the experience from being a new member to an initiated member.  
2. Explain their individual responsibility to Phi Sigma Sigma.  
3. Create an understanding of movement from one phase of membership to another.   

 
MEETING OUTCOMES:  

• New members will understand the transition from new member to member in Phi Sigma 
Sigma.   

• New members will only see their rite of passage as one to have access to the social 
experience in Phi Sigma Sigma, but also their individual responsibilities to advance the 
sorority.  

• New members will understand what an amazing opportunity they should build to the wall 
and become a part of the Phi Sigma Sigma pyramid.   

PERSONAL REFLECTION 

• Review the content until you are familiar with it 

• This night should be meaningful, reflective and exciting! The new members should feel like 
this is the night before their wedding or special ceremony and the day of initiation is one 
the greatest celebration they been a part of!  

 
YOUR AUTHENTICITY WILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE WAY 

 THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED. 
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PRINT PRESENTATION 

Full chapter and officers required 
for the Pyramid Ceremony 

 

PEOPLE 

Prepare and print any final remarks you 
may want to share during this meeting.  

 

Only ritual materials will be needed 

PROGRAMMING 

Bricks/blocks should be prepared 
for the Pyramid Ceremony 

 

PREPARED ITEMS 
 

The tone of this gathering will be 
a little more serious in nature as 

we prepare for initiation. 

 

Be familiar with the ritual and its 
meaning and make an effort to 
make this a special experience.   

 

PERSONAL TOUCH 
 

Review Meeting 
Responsibilities 

With NMEB 

Set the Tone for 
a Ritual Setting 

Arrange the 
Room & Sort 
Prepare Any 

Materials 

Greet New 
Members as 
They Arrive 

 
  

READY – BEFORE ARRIVING 

BE AWARE 
YOU CREATE THE ATMOSPHERE; 
IT WON’T JUST HAPPEN, 
SO BE INTENTIONAL. 

SET – BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
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GO! 

The past several weeks you have been preparing for this week! We are so 
excited for you to become members of Phi Sigma Sigma.  
 
Tonight, is the transition time between being a new member and becoming 
a member. Tonight, we ask you to reflect on what you have learned and what 
Phi Sigma Sigma means to you.  
 
In 1913, our founders had passion, hopes and dreams. They were courageous, 
they were inclusive and they did not settle for the minimum.  
 
As members of Phi Sigma Sigma, it is our responsibility to carry on their 
legacy. It is also our responsibility to continue to give to one another and Phi 
Sigma Sigma long after our time in our undergraduate chapter ends.  
 
Tonight, we celebrate your journey to becoming a member of Phi Sigma 
Sigma.   
 

Recite The Creed as a group. Encourage new members to sit up tall, 
project their voices and recite at a normal pace. The Creed is 
provided on the back of their folders and on The Creed card inside. 
You can also project it on a screen if you have access. 
 

THE CREED 

As the facilitator, you will ask the following questions to get the group 
involved. Ask the question, and allow for several answers. 
Facilitated Questions: 

• When you think about the pyramids what comes to mind?  

• What is the significance of each building block or brick as it 
builds a wall?  

• What gifts do you bring to your specific brick to build the wall 
of Phi Sigma Sigma?   

DISCUSSION: 
 

ATTENDANCE 
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TRANSITION 
 
  

CLOSING REMARKS 

(Tomorrow/day of initiation) is an exciting day for all Phi Sigma Sigma 
but especially for each one of you.  
 
Please get some rest and come tomorrow with open hearts and minds.  
 
We are looking forward to celebrating with you, our sisters. 

 

REFER TO THE RITUAL BOOK FOR  
THE PYRAMID CEREMONY 

As you lead into the Pyramid Ceremony as it is instructed in the Phi Sigma Sigma ritual book, you 
may share any final thoughts with the new member class to conclude your time together. You 
should maintain a tone that mirrors the excitement and serious sentiment of a rite of passage.  
 
While you are making your final remarks the archon, vice archon and scribe will prepare for the 
ceremony. 



 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

WHAT I HOPE TO GAIN AND CONTRIBUTE 
THROUGH MY PHI SIGMA SIGMA MEMBERSHIP 
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APPENDIX 
RESOURCES 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

20 DAYS OUT: Ensure that your plans are reviewed and approved by HQ. Confirm 
all orders for big day gifts.  

10 DAYS OUT: Receive and sort through your received materials from HQ to ensure 
that you have everything you need assembled for bid day. This includes any inserts 
you want to add to the new member folders.  

5 DAYS OUT: Meet with the MRC to confirm timeline and all event details for bid day.  

DAY BEFORE: Pack all the materials you will need for bid day. Make any 
announcements to the chapter about your expectations for the day. Delegate any 
last minute or day-of preparation to the NMEB. 

Bid Day Sample Agenda 

STAY ORGANIZED, YOU GOT THIS:  
• Your focus is 100% on the new members and making sure the 

members are hosting them throughout the event.  
• There may be heightened emotions for a variety of reasons.  

Make sure you build excitement.  
• Don’t lose sight of what matters, your wonderful NEW MEMBERS! 

 
SET EXPECTATIONS FOR THE MEMBERS: 

• It is your responsibility to pair each new member with a bid day/ 
rose buddy for the day; but it is up to each active to help them to 
have a good time.  

• Make sure all policies are observed throughout the day. 
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I. Set Up  
a. Provide the MRC/Archon bid day cards with the appropriate 

pen/marker 
b. Distribute bid day/rose buddy assignments 
c. Play music and set up the environment you want 

 
II. Arrival of the New Members  

a. New members greeted by their bid day/rose buddy 
b. Have new members sign in; providing their name, email, phone number 

and on-campus address. You can do this on a computer/tablet or sign in 
sheet 

c. Distribute nametags 
d. Pass out shirts/gifts 
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III. Food & Entertainment  

a. Make sure to manage the food line. New members should eat first, 
active members with their buddy, or after.  

b. Work with your NMEB to restock food and keep an eye on trash.  
c. If there is entertainment or any ongoing activities make sure that new 

members are engaged. 

IV. Introduction  
a. Call the attention of the NMs; bring to a separate space if needed.  
b. Introductions 

i. SDC, Archon, NMEB, any advisors present 
ii. Do not overwhelm the NMs by having all of EBoard participate 

c. Remember – they don’t speak your chapter language yet, be clear 
about what your role is and that you will be responsible for them.  

d. Share your contact information with them. Express how you prefer to 
be communicated with and what form of communication they can 
expect to be using.  
 

V. Activities  
a. Depending on the size of your chapter/new member group you are 

expected to facilitate some type of icebreaker. 
i. Less than 30 total people = full chapter + NM activity  
ii. More than 30 total people = just NM activity  

b. It should be short and simple and comfortable for all to participate in.  
c. At the end of the activity make sure they have exchanged numbers 

with someone they interacted with.  
 

VI. Announcements  
a. Announce only the next upcoming meeting and reassure them that 

they will be receiving all of the semester’s information at that time.  
b. Ensure that everyone signed in upon arrive.  
c. Announce any policies they should be observing between now and 

the next gathering.  
d. Open up the floor for questions.  

 
VII. Dismissal  

a. Ensure that they leave with an appropriate form of transportation and 
all of their belongings.  

Remember, you are prepared qualified and ready for all that is ahead! 

 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT: The six online learning modules are built to include a combination of video, 
text and reflective questions. The information is organized by the four themes of The 
Creed: servant leadership, friendship and sisterhood, advancement of womanhood 
and perpetuity of the Fraternity.  

WHEN: Completed prior to attending each week’s in-person meeting.  

WHY: Online learning should be encouraged for new members who learn in a self-
paced environment focused on personal refection. The online modules are also 
helpful for women who are excused or unable to attend an in-person meeting for 
any reason.  

 

Online Learning FAQ 

NEW MEMBER ACCESS:  
• Claim your Phi Sigma Sigma online account. 
• Sign into the Phi Sigma Sigma website.  
• Click Join Phi Sig, then click Phi Program. 
• Complete each module on the list.  

 
SDC ACCESS:  

• Sign into the Phi Sigma Sigma website.  
• Click Collegians then View Chapter Data. 
• Under Current Snapshot, click Phi Program Monitor 
• New member progress will display.   

M
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 As SDC, you have access to track the new member’s progress of the Online Modules.  

The Phi Program Monitor allows you to see if each new member has completed the 
online module and how many minutes they spent on the module. There will be an 
asterisk if they have started the module, but have not completed it.  

The online learning environment includes videos, graphics and Fraternity history. New 
members are prompted to provide response to reflection questions. These responses 
can be provided upon request. However, they are not a means to measure the new 
members’ progress.      
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WELCOME  NEW MEMBERS 

Welcome to our sisterhood!  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma is honored that you have chosen to join us. Accepting 
your bid is just the beginning of an exciting adventure that will provide you 
with lifelong friends, opportunities for personal growth and incredible 
memories that will last a lifetime.  
 
The next few weeks as a new member, will be a wonderful time for you to 
begin to understand the commitment you have made and how Phi Sigma 
Sigma will support you in your personal development as a student, woman 
and young adult.  
 
During the Phi Program, which is the foundation of your Phi Sigma Sigma 
membership, you will learn the basics: our symbols, mottos and virtues and 
more importantly, what sets our Fraternity apart from others. Our hope is 
that you will make this book your own by journaling your thoughts and 
memories. Provide thoughtful responses and make this book a record of 
your personal growth and deepening friendships with your new sisters. 
Make it something to look back on and treasure. You’ll be glad you did, we 
promise! 
 
Phi Sigma Sigma is a special organization. Throughout your life, you will 
draw strength from the lessons learned, the friendships made, the 
challenges overcome and the times you have shared through sorority. 
Thank you for choosing Phi Sigma Sigma, we look forward to supporting 
you as you develop as a woman and positively impacting the rest of your 
life through the power of sisterhood.  
 
Diokete Hupsala, 
Supreme Council 
 



 

	 	

GRAND ARCHON 

 

 

GRAND VICE ARCHON 

 

 

GRAND VICE ARCHON – FINANCE 

 

 

DIRECTOR  

 

 

DIRECTOR  

 

 

DIRECTOR 

 

 

DIRECTOR 

 

 

IMMEDIATE PAST GRAND ARCHON &  

EX OFFICIO MEMBER 

Supreme Council 

KATIE VLIETSTRA WONNENBERG 
EPSILON DELTA CHAPTER AT 
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY 

TESS STOVALL 
KAPPA CHAPTER AT  
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
 

WENDY LAU 
THETA UPSILON CHAPTER AT  
UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE  
 

BRENY DAPARRE GARCIA 
DELTA KAPPA CHAPTER AT  
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

JENNIFER WILSON 
DELTA DELTA CHAPTER AT 
LINFIELD COLLEGE 

CARA WOOD 
KAPPA CHAPTER AT  
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 

ALICIA SCOTT 
BETA PSI CHAPTER AT  
THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

MEGGIE BAKER 
KAPPA CHAPTER AT  
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 



 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

LILLIAN GORDON ALPERN 

JOSEPHINE ELLISON BREAKSTONE  

FREIDA “FAY” CHERTKOFF 

ESTELLE MELNICK COLE 

JEANETTE LIPKA FURST  

ETHEL GORDON KRAUS 

SHIRLEY COHEN LAUFER  

CLAIRE WUNDER MCARDLE 

ROSE SHER SEIDMAN 

GWEN ZALIELS SNYDER  

The Founders 

HUNTER COLLEGE 

NOVEMBER 26, 1913  



 

	 	

LILLIAN GORDON ALPERN- born in New York City, the youngest child in a family of 
six; she followed in her only sister’s footsteps and attended Hunter College. While a 
junior, Lillian met Charles Alpern and left school to marry. She was the first Founder 
to pass away in 1945.  

JOSEPHINE ELLISON BREAKSTONE- worked as a schoolteacher and was married. 
Josephine lived in New York City until the time of her death.  

FREIDA “FAY” CHERTKOFF- worked as a teacher throughout her full and interesting 
life. She is responsible for writing most of the Fraternity’s rituals.  

ESTELLE MELNICK COLE- worked as a hospital volunteer in New York while taking 
courses in languages and the arts. Estelle served as an interpreter for her husband 
while they traveled extensively around the world. They later moved to Harrison, New 
York, where she resided until her death. 

JEANETTE LIPKA FURST- graduated from public high school at age 11 and entered 
college at age 15 to become the youngest member of Phi Sigma Sigma. She 
graduated from Hunter College in three years at age 18. Jeanette taught fifth grade 
and later earned her doctorate in audio-visual education and communications. 
Jeanette was the most active founder during her alumna years, serving as a 
volunteer and mentor for many years.  

ETHEL GORDON KRAUS- married and had two children, one a member of Phi Sigma 
Sigma. She had five grandchildren and remained a member of the Godmother’s 
League and the Hattie Bondy Scholarship Fund. Her hobbies included bridge, theater 
and gardening. Ethel passed away in 1984 in New York City.  

SHIRLEY COHEN LAUFER- served as first national tribune from 1918-1920. At that 
time, she was known by her married name, Shirley Cohen Goldstein.  

CLAIRE WUNDER MCARDLE- little was known about Claire following her time at 
Hunter College. The Winter 1967 issue of The Sphinx said she was possibly a fashion 
designer living in New York.  

ROSE SHER SEIDMAN- married and had two sons and seven grandchildren. Rose 
taught school from 1915-1917 before returning to teach at a private school in 1940, 
where she stayed for 10 years. In November 1987, Rose passed away in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut. 

GWEN ZALIELS SNYDER- graduated from Hunter College and taught school before 
marrying. She later had one daughter and became a textile designer, branching into 
interior design.   

The Founders 



 

	
	 	Billhighway FAQ 

FINANCIAL RESPONSBILITY 

The success of a chapter depends on the continued growth, financial 
stability and maintenance of high operational standards. Each member 
must play her part in helping the chapter achieve such success. 
Membership dues billed to members allow the chapter to program 
locally for the growth and development of each member. Billhighway is 
the vehicle used to collect these funds.  

You can reset your password by clicking on forgot your password? 
located under the member login. Enter your email address, Billhighway 
account number and activation code to reset your password. The 
activation code must match the unique activation code that we sent to 
you. If you do not have an activation code you can request to have a 
new one emailed to you directly from the forgot password page. 

WHAT IF I FORGOT MY 
PASSWORD? 

In most cases, your username is your email address. If you do not recall 
the email address you entered as your username, you may contact the 

Client Care team for assistance at support@billhighway.com.  

 

WHAT IF I FORGOT MY 
USERNAME? 

Following Bid Day, you will receive an email from Billhighway providing you with your 
personalized account number and a link to create your account.  

You can easily make a payment by using Billhighway’s Pay Now 
feature. You will need your account number and email address to make 
a payment. Simply select the amount you wish to pay and your 
payment method. 

HOW CAN I MAKE A 
PAYMENT WITHOUT THE 
USERNAME OR 
PASSWORD? 

Your account number is located on the top right corner of your 
Billhighway statement. Your account number will also appear on your 
account summary when you log in to your Billhighway.com account. 

HOW DO I FIND MY 
ACCOUNT NUMBER? 

You can reset your password by clicking on forgot your password? 
located under the member login. Enter your email address, Billhighway 
account number and activation code to reset your password. The 
activation code must match the unique activation code that we sent to 
you. If you do not have an activation code you can request to have a 
new one emailed to you directly from the forgot password page. 

WHAT IF I FORGOT MY 
PASSWORD? 



 

	

	

	
	 	

YOU SHOULD NOT BE ASKED TO PAY THE CHAPTER OR ANY OFFICER OF THE CHAPTER  
IN CASH OR CHECK. ALL INDIVIDUAL CHARGES, FEES OR FINES WILL BE RECORDED ON YOUR 

BILLHIGHWAY ACCOUNT.  
 

PLEASE CONTACT HEADQUARTERS IF YOU HAVE A DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE.  

Online Payments, Pay Now, Automatic Withdraw, E-check or credit 

card payments accepted for all online payments 

WHAT ARE MY PAYMENT 
OPTIONS? 

Pay-by-Phone (e-check or credit card), Pay-by-Mail (check or money 

order only) 

OTHER PAYMENTS 

It is an electronic check. You will need your bank account number, 
routing number and payment amount to pay using the Billhighway e-
check option. 

WHAT IS AN E-CHECK AND 
HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Yes. Whether you log in to make a payment, or use our Pay Now 
feature, you can select which charges you would like to apply payment 
to. This feature is available for both credit card and e-check payments. 

CAN I PAY MULTIPLE 
CHARGES WITH A SINGLE 
PAYMENT 

The charge or debit will appear on your payment card statement as 
“BHY*Your Organization’s Name” or similar identification. 

HOW WILL A PAYMENT 
APPEAR ON MY 
DEBIT/CREDIT CARD 
STATEMENT 

You can call 1-866-BILLHWY, Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m. EST 
or email Billhighway at support@billhighway.com. 

WHO DO I CONTACT IF I 
HAVE QUESTIONS OR AN 
ISSUE WITH MY 
BILLHIGHWAY ACCOUNT? 



 

	
														 	

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma is concerned for the well-being of its sisters and their guests, and that concern 
is best realized by providing safe activities in safe environments.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma recognizes that awareness, education and planning are vital aspects to 
providing safe activities in safe environments.  

 
Therefore, each Phi Sigma Sigma chapter and colony and its members shall:  

• Abide by all local, state/province and national laws. 

• Abide by all campus regulations and policies. 

• Abide by Phi Sigma Sigma's constitution, bylaws and policies specifically those related 

to risk management (such as the alcohol/drug, anti-hazing and overnight policies). 

• Cooperate with Fraternity personnel. 

 
Further, each Phi Sigma Sigma chapter and colony shall:  

• Adopt a Safety Commitment Statement. This statement shall demonstrate the chapter's 

commitment to safety relative to their members and guests. Chapter sisters shall 
enhance, review and sign the statement on an annual basis in conjunction with 
installation of the chapter's executive board members. 

• Establish a committee to oversee the risk aspects of all chapter activities. 

• Include risk management education, such as programs on legal liability, financial liability, 

hazing, sexually transmitted diseases, date rape and eating disorders, as part of its 
chapter programming at least twice a year. 

 

Phi Sigma Sigma is committed to providing an exceptional member development 
experience for you, beginning with your new member experience by creating a culture of 
care. Just as there are benefits to membership in Phi Sigma Sigma, there are expectations 
of membership, which are laid out in our policies. For a complete list of Phi Sigma Sigma 
policies, please visit phisigmasigma.org 

Phi Sigma Sigma Policies 

REPORTING CONCERNS 

Should you feel the leadership or members of your chapter are not upholding the 
expectations of the international organization or abiding by its policies you are encouraged 
to report individual or chapter behavior through the Phi Sigma Sigma website or emergency 
hotline.  
 
REPORT A CONCERN ONLINE: www.phisigmasigma.org > Report a Concern  
EMERGENCY LINE: (410) 530-1913 

 



 

	 	

	

	 	

ALCOHOL AND DRUG POLICY 

ANTI-HAZING POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma is a dynamic sisterhood that focuses on the personal development of each 
sister by fostering a commitment to lifelong learning, leadership through service and strong 
social standards to promote the advancement of womanhood. 
 
Phi Sigma Sigma believes in order to maintain a dynamic sisterhood with strong social standards 
it is important to provide a framework for our members including a healthy and realistic 
approach to alcohol consumption. In order to do so, Phi Sigma Sigma seeks to ensure members 
develop responsible habits and behaviors that support a healthy and well-balanced life. 
Specifically: 

• Phi Sigma Sigma expects all members to follow local, state and federal laws, as well as 
university policies. 

• Phi Sigma Sigma fosters a culture of care to promote personal responsibility and 
accountability. 

• Phi Sigma Sigma engages our members through proactive life-skills programming to 
promote responsible and healthy behavior. 

 

Hazing is against the law; therefore, all forms of hazing are prohibited.  
 
Hazing is defined as any action taken or situation created, with or without consent, intentionally 
or unintentionally, whether on or off Fraternity premises, that endangers the life or safety of a 
member or has the potential to cause bodily injury, that produces mental or physical discomfort, 
embarrassment, harassment or ridicule. Such activities and situations include creation of 
excessive fatigue; physical and psychological shocks; wearing apparel that is conspicuous and 
not normally in good taste; engaging in public stunts and jokes; morally degrading or humiliating 
games and activities; late night sessions which interfere with scholastic activities; and any other 
activities that are not consistent with the regulations and policies of the educational institution.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma believes in member development – not hazing. The objective of member 
development is to develop a dynamic sisterhood. Member development should promote interest 
in Phi Sigma Sigma and be positive, informative and enjoyable. Member development should 
embody the principles of our ritual and core values.  
 
All member activities should accomplish one or more of the following goals:  

• Help members become better acquainted with each other. 

• Help members learn about life, the university, community, the chapter and self. 

• Help members to learn about Phi Sigma Sigma, its core values, ritual and traditions. 

• Help members involve themselves in the work and success of the chapter. 

• Help members learn about group interaction. 

• Help members further develop leadership skills and accountability. 
It is a responsibility of all members to report any hazing incidents to Phi Sigma Sigma 
Headquarters.  
 



 

	

“LITTLE SISTERS” AND “LITTLE BROTHERS” POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma holds as one of its highest ideals the advancement of womanhood.  
 

Auxiliary groups, organized by fraternal chapters commonly referred to as “Little Sisters” and 
“Little Brothers,” or the equivalent thereof, are inconsistent with the concept and philosophies 
of human dignity and self-esteem.  

 
Phi Sigma Sigma believes that these groups inhibit the accomplishments of chapters by:  

• Diverting resources of time, effort and money, which are needed for chapter operations 
and programming. 

• Distracting chapter members in the performance of essential duties such as membership 
recruitment and member development. 

• The North American Interfraternity Conference, the Fraternity Executives Association 
and several inter/national fraternities have taken a position against “Little Sister” groups. 

 
Therefore, Phi Sigma Sigma believes that auxiliary groups are not a desirable addition to the 
collegiate chapters of women's and men's fraternities and therefore requires that members and 
chapters to eliminate participation in such organizations.  

 
Further, no Phi Sigma Sigma chapter or colony shall have its own “Little Brother” group or serve 
as “Little Sisters” to any organization.  

 

HUMAN DIGNITY POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma supports the statement on human dignity and sexual harassment endorsed by 
the National Panhellenic Conference member groups, “that college women should have a 
positive influence in the direction and achievements of the university community and that 
activities should promote self-worth, human dignity and a positive Greek image.”  

 
The dignity of the individual is a basic element of a civilized society.  

 
Individual self-worth is a necessary factor in establishing healthy relationship.  

 
All activities, including acts of hazing, activities based in a negative manner on gender, race, 
color, religion, national origin, age or disability and competitive games that are destructive, 
demeaning or abusive, promote a negative image of the Greek community.  

 
Participation in such activities that are demeaning to the individual do not promote a sense of 
self-worth nor a positive Greek image, and do not reflect the high standards, core values and 
ideals maintained by Phi Sigma Sigma.  

 
Therefore, Phi Sigma Sigma does not endorse or support activities that are demeaning in nature, 
do not respect the dignity of the individual, cause disharmony among NPC groups or whose 
purpose is counterproductive.  

 
Further, Phi Sigma Sigma advocates education on the Fraternity and chapter level to promote 
positive self-esteem.  

 



 

	

	

MULTICULTURALISM AND DIVERSITY AWARENESS POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma was founded by a group of friends who, at the time, could not all join the same 
sorority because of their varying religious faiths.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma maintains a non-sectarian based ritual. 
 
Phi Sigma Sigma's constitution, bylaws and policies do not tolerate membership selection based 
on discrimination. Phi Sigma Sigma is a private membership organization for those who identify 
as women.  
 
Candidates for collegiate membership in the Fraternity shall be fully matriculated in an institution 
where a chapter is located and shall be selected based upon their meeting the eligibility 
requirements prescribed in the local and Fraternity constitutions, and according to the rules set 
forth by the College Panhellenic Association, the host institution and the National Panhellenic 
Conference Unanimous Agreements.  
 
Therefore, membership in each chapter shall be determined by meeting membership obligations, 
educational achievement, commitment to our values and criteria related to the goals and purpose 
of the Fraternity. Membership is open to those who identify as a woman without regard to race, 
color, national origin, religion, age, handicap, disability, ancestry, citizenship, marital status, 
sexual orientation or any other classification protected by law or ordinance.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma encourages education on the Fraternity and chapter levels with respect to 
multiculturalism and diversity awareness and advocates sensitivity to such topics as it relates to 
daily living situations and Fraternity activities.  
 
Each Phi Sigma Sigma chapter shall establish a multiculturalism and diversity committee whose 
purpose it shall be to conduct an ongoing program, as part of the member development program, 
to develop an understanding of and appreciation for cultural and other heritages brought to the 
group by its membership.  

 

OVERNIGHT POLICY 

Phi Sigma Sigma and its member chapters are concerned about the welfare and safety of the 
individual members at overnight social activities. Phi Sigma Sigma supports the National 
Panhellenic Conference resolution which discourages overnight social activities. Overnight social 
activities can increase the Fraternity's host liability - on both a chapter and Fraternity level – and 
could reflect negatively on Phi Sigma Sigma and the Greek community.  
 
Phi Sigma Sigma recognizes that not all campuses and college communities present suitable 
facilities for large groups. Therefore, Phi Sigma Sigma requires that each chapter and colony 
adhere to the following regarding overnight accommodations:  
 

• Make every effort to hold all social functions, except those that are 
rededication/appreciation activities for members only (e.g., Founders' Day celebration, 
Leadership Conference or Convention), in the college community area where overnight 
accommodations are not necessary. 

• Whenever a social event must be held away from the campus community, the chapter 
must provide group transportation to and from the social function. 



 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Throughout your Phi Program gatherings, you are asked to enage new 
members with a variety of icebreakers, teambuilders, energizers and 
trust activities. We ask that you consider your new member class size, 
use of space and time available to determine which activity is 
appropriate for the gathering.  

If you are familiar with other formats for these types of activities and 
you would like to use other exersizes instead, you are welcome to. 
However, you should not facilitate or promote any activity that asks new 
members to share, disclose, entertain or participate in topics outside of 
the theme of the meeting. 

If you have suggestions for activites we should consider adding or ways 
to revise the following activities, please email to 
phiprogram@phisigmasigma.org.  

See specific notations about questionable or prohibited activities that 
require additional approval.  

 

Icebreakers/Teambuilders/Energizers 

NAME TAG 
Give every member of the group a blank name tag. Ask each member to make her 
name tag according to the following instructions:  

1) Write your first name in big letters in the center of the name tag.  
2) Write your hometown in smaller letters under your name.  
3) In the lower left-hand corner, write the name of the person you most admire.  
4) In the upper left-hand corner, write the place you’d most like to visit.  
5) In the upper right-hand corner, write your major.  
6) In the lower right-hand corner, write your favorite animal.  

 
After everyone has completed these tasks, discuss the information on the name tag. 
Go around the room (or small groups) and have each person share her information 
with the group. The facilitator should ask introspective questions that will spark 
discussions such as, “Why do you most admire this person?” or “Why did you 
choose this major or what do you want to do after graduation with this degree?”.  
 
Variations: Have the group mingle as if at a mixer or recruitment event and try to 
meet as many people as possible. Numbers 3-6 can be interchanged or replaced 
with other topics.  
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SNOWBALL FIGHT  
Members form a circle, and each member takes a blank sheet of white paper. She 
writes one statement on it in response to a prompt. Sample prompts: what do you 
want to get out of this retreat; what are your goals for the year; what did you 
learn today; what is your commitment to your sisters; etc. Once a response has 
been written, each member crumples up her paper and tosses it into the circle. 
Members then pick up one “snowball,” read the response and toss it back in. The 
“snowball fight” concludes when a sufficient number of responses have been read 
by each person.  
 
Variation: Throw each snowball only once. Each sister reaches down and picks up 
one that is not her own. Responses are read to the whole group in turn.  
 
TOILET PAPER GAME  
Everyone sits in a circle. A roll of toilet paper is passed around. Each member is 
encouraged to take as much as she would like. Once everyone has some, the 
activity begins. Go around the circle asking each member to share one fact about 
herself for every square of toilet paper she took.  
Variation: Use skittles or M&M’s.  
 
AUTOGRAPH HUNT  
The following list of descriptions is a sample of items that can be used on a 
questionnaire. Each guest (participant) is given a list and finds another person for 
each description. The person fitting the description autographs or places her 
initials beside the description. Use descriptions that are useful to create 
connections. Descriptions should be appropriate in nature. Provide 15-30 
descriptions.  
Find someone who:  

1) born in another state  
2) wears contact lenses  
3) has traveled outside the U.S.  
4) has pierced ears  
5) born the same month as you  
6) is 1 of 5 siblings 
7) has never flown on a plane 
8) has had surgery 

 
FACTS & LIES  
Each member is asked to write on a piece of paper four true statements about 
herself and two lies. After everyone has completed the instructions, members 
take turns reading their statements to the group. The group tries to figure out 
which statements are true and which are false. This also is an excellent exercise 
to introduce new members into the group. The initiated members also benefit and 
have an opportunity to learn more about all of their sisters. 
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BIRTHDAY FIND  
Have all members line up along a piece of masking tape on the floor long enough 
for all members to stand on. Explain to the group that they must stay on the line 
at all times. If a foot steps off the line (or a hand is put on the floor off the line), 
there will be a 5-second penalty. Also explain that there is to be no verbal 
communication AT ALL from any members during the activity. Then ask the 
participants to get in order from left to right according to their birth dates (just 
months and days, not years) with January being on the far left and December on 
the far right. Remember, no verbal communication is allowed. Members may use 
any nonverbal signals they wish. When someone needs to move up or down the 
line, remind her she must stay on the line. A foot may be lifted at any time, but 
must come down on the line. Time the group to see how effective and creative 
they can be. 
 
ROSE & THORN  
Start by explaining the purpose of the exercise:  

• Discover and focus on your strengths. 
• Become happier by celebrating present emotions. 
• Show gratitude to others.  

You can start by sharing your own Rose, Thorn, Bud. This is supposed to be fun 
and a judgment-free game. 

• What was the highlight of your day/week? (Rose) 
• What went wrong during your day/week? (Thorn) 
• What are you looking forward to tomorrow/week? (Bud) 

For optimal results, groups under 15 people can share with an open floor with 
optional participation. Groups larger than 15 people should start by discussing in 
pairs/small groups and then the floor can be opened for a handful of people to 
share.  
 
SHOW & TELL  
Most people are eager to let others know interesting things about themselves, 
but not all team members are able to make that happen. Most teams are lopsided, 
with some members dominating discussion. Using regular “show and tell” 
sessions gives all team members a chance at center stage while also becoming 
familiar with giving a presentation and fielding questions. 
 
KNOW ME MORE 
Ask each new member to respond to the following prompts on a sheet of paper. 
Depending on the group’s level of confort, responses can be shared by volunteers 
or using the postsecret or snowball method.  

• What motivates you to stay involved/in school/in sorority? 
• What is one thing about yourself that makes you proud and happy? 
• What is one thing about yourself that most people wouldn’t know? 

Let new members decide which one of the questions they feel comfortable 
sharing.  
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WHO: SDC lead meeting/report to the full active membership 
 
WHAT: A meeting to present and share the details of the Phi Program 
 
WHEN: 10-15 days prior to bid day in each semester when new members are 
welcomed into the chapter. Holding a meeting prior to the start of the program is 
critical to gaining the support you will need once bid day arrives. 
 
WHY: Active members are encouraged to stay excited and engaged in the new 
member education process. In fact, the Phi Program is intentional in including them. 
Your program may look or feel different than the new member experience they were 
provided. It is important they understand what you are trying to achieve. 
 

Chapter Orientiation Meeting 

PREPARE 
• Discuss your plans with the executive board and members of your 

NMEB 
• Present your program in a clear, transparent and concise fashion 
• Provide handouts or visual aids, it will inspire confidence in your 

planning 
 
AVOID 

• Presenting information like it is up for discussion 
• Getting distracted by the “little” things 
• Downplaying the importance each and every members’ role in 

facilitating a new member process 
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I. PHI PROGRAM OF THE PAST, PHI PROGRAM OF TODAY 
a. Past Programs – based in memorization and lecture format meetings to 

prepare new members for the fraternity education exam. 
b. Today’s Phi Program – includes development through three types of 

learning. Helps new member to achieve balance and sustainable time 
management skills. Allows the SDC to be a facilitator of discussion to 
put the lessons of Phi Sigma Sigma into practice in the lives of all new 
members. 

II. PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
a. Online Learning – basics fraternity information is presented and 

questions completed to test knowledge and application. 
b. In-Person Meetings  

i. One meeting a week 
ii. 60-90 minutes  
iii. Closed meeting, SCD and NMEB leaders responsible 
iv. Guided and scripted discussions and activities provided in the 

SDC Guidebook 
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III. RITUAL 
a. From the pinning ceremony through initiation we will introduce our 

newest members to the Phi Sigma Sigma rituals unit all members and 
all chapters of the international organization. 

b. Required as a part of the program: Pinning Ceremony, Sapphire 
Ceremony, Pyramid Ceremony and initiation. 

IV. PHINDING CONNECTIONS  
If “people; join people,” then creating connections and a sense of belonging 
among members and new members is critically important following 
recruitment. 

a. Internal – Priority will be given to creating relationships within the 
chapter. This includes the big/little program, rose buddies and 
upperclassmen/chapter mixers. 

b. External – If time allows the new members will attend events to further 
their network beyond the chapter. 

i. Panhellenic/Greek Community 
ii. Campus Involvement 
iii. Alumnae 

c. Other/Campus Programming – New members will attend other 
programming offered/required by the campus. 

V. YOUR ROLE 
a. NMEB – The new member education board will be made up of __ 

members who will assist me with the various events and weekly 
meetings included in the Phi Program. 

b. Big Sisters – The big/little program is Phi Sig’s formal mentoring 
program. 

i. Eligibility – in order to ensure big sisters can make mentoring 
the newest members a priority and that they themselves are 
prepared for the role. We will have specific eligibility 
requirements. 

ii. Additional Orientation Meeting – I will be having a separate 
meeting with the members who are interested in serving as a 
big sister. 

c. Upperclassmen/Chapter Mixers – Members who are not in the pool of 
potential big sisters will be offered opportunities to get to know the 
new members during scheduled events based on your pledge 
class/classification. 

VI. RITUAL – ATTEND – ASSIST – EDUCATE 
a. Attend – Attendance is expected at each ritual. Celebrating these 

milestones alongside the new members is an outward expression of 
your commitment and support of their progress. 

b. Assist – Ritual requires all hands on deck! Helping to set up coordinate 
and have the ceremonies run smoothly make the day that much more 
special for the new members. 

c. Educate – This is a very overwhelming time for many new members. 
Ritual can be difficult to grasp early on. Share your experience and 
your understanding with new members. 

VII. QUESTIONS 
Should you be offered suggestions or experience push back be polite and 
simply respond with, “thank you for your suggestion” or “would you mind 
staying back after and we can discuss in more detail?” 

REMEMBER, YOU ARE PREPARED AND QUALIFIED FOR EVERYTHING AHEAD! 



DAILY SCHEDULE
Start Time: 8:00 AM

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

8:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

WHO: SDC lead meeting/meeting of active members who are interested in serving 
as a big sister. 

WHAT: A meeting to discuss the eligibility, expectations and important dates for the 
big/little program. 

WHEN: 10-15 days prior to bid day in each semester when new members are 
welcomed into the chapter. Holding a meeting prior to the start of the program is 
critical to ensuring you have enough volunteers and they each meet the eligibility 
requirements. 

WHY: The role of the big sister is a major commitment and expectations should be 
outlined ahead of the Phi Program beginning. Your big/little program may look or 
feel different than the experience they were provided. It is important they 
understand what you are trying to achieve. 

 

Big Sister Orientiation Meeting 

BIG SISTER PROGRAM SHOULD: 
• Be focus on and built around mentorship 
• Allow enough time for the pool of big sisters to get to know the 

new members before making a selection 
• Ensure a fair matching process with the priority preference going 

to the new member (see additional resource) 
 
BIG SISTER PROGRAM SHOULD NOT: 

• Get wrapped up in gift giving and glorifying the big sister 
• Include alcohol in any form, including consumption prior to or 

following any big/little event 
• Overshadow the educational components of the Phi Program 
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I. The Role of the Big Sister – A big sister in Phi Sigma Sigma is a commitment to 
serve as a lifelong mentor, guide and friend to a chapter sister. The relationship 
is intended to be supportive at a peer level. A big sister may have more 
experience in the chapter, but that should not get in the way of the pair 
sharing a relationship where each person is treated as an equal. A big sister 
should always strive to set a positive example. This is a leadership position 
within the chapter and should not be taken lightly. 
 

II. Expectations – present the big sister expectations contract and have members 
take turns reading aloud, processing each item with one of the following 
questions: 

a. What does that look like? 
b. Why is this important? 
c. Will someone share an example of this? 
d. How would you go about making sure that happens? 

 
III. Eligibility – in order to ensure big sisters can make mentoring the newest 
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members a priority and that they themselves are prepared for the role. We 
will have specific eligibility requirements. 

a. Required GPA: 
b. No ongoing standards issues 
c. Currently paid on all Fraternity and chapter dues 
d. Active in the chapter for one term beyond the semester in which they 

are paired 
 

IV. Meeting Potential Little Sisters – discuss the opportunities that will be 
provided to them to meet new members prior to making selections 
 

V. Matching Process – walk through the matching resource provided 
 

VI. Events - Have the dates, times and locations already determined as a part of 
your program planning. They are not up for negotiation once presented. 
Deviations from your approved program will require HQ approval.  

a. Week Leading Up to Reveal 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 
iii. Limitations (gifts/spending):  

b. Reveal 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 
iii. Limitations (gifts/spending):  

c. Big Sister Commitment Ceremony: 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 

d. Sapphire Sister Ceremony: 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 

e. Week of the Sphinx: 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 

f. Initiation: 
i. Time & Location: 
ii. Event Details: 
iii. Limitations (gifts/spending):  

 
VII. Questions 

a. Should you be offered suggestions or experience push back be polite 
and simply respond with, “thank you for your suggestion” or “would 
you mind staying back after and we can discuss in more detail?” 

Remember, you are prepared qualified and ready for all that is ahead! 

 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

I __________________________ of the ________________ Chapter of the Phi 
Sigma Sigma Fraternity recommit to upholding all the rules set forth by Phi Sigma 
Sigma and _____________________ (college/university) during the new member 
education period and big sister/little sister relationship. In execution of the activities 
of big sister/little sister experience I agree to abide by the following terms: 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge I meet the minimum requirements set down by the 
chapter’s constitution to become a big sister.  

• Maintain a minimum cumulative GPA of ____ 
• Current on all financial obligations (dues paid up-to-date of matching) 
• Maintaining active status for at least ___ semester(s) before graduation and 

have no plans of taking a status with Phi Sigma Sigma 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge the dates, times and locations for big/little events have 
been provided to me and will be participating (see page 2).  

 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge items gifted during the new member education 
experience will not exceed the dollar amount of $______. 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge the Phi Sigma Sigma Anti-Hazing policy, Human Dignity 
policy and Alcohol policy and will not participate in or condone activities that violate 
Fraternity policy. 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge the role of a big sister is to serve as a mentor and guide 
to the little sister during her time as a new member with Phi Sigma Sigma. 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge the role of a big sister is the ensure the little sister is 
comfortable during her new member experience and someone she can come to with 
questions and concerns. 

____ (Initial) I acknowledge that as a big sister I will share my knowledge of  
Phi Sigma Sigma with my little sister and mentor her during her lifetime membership.  

____ (Initial) I acknowledge that entering into the pool of potential big sisters does 
not guarantee placement and that I am willing to accept any new member I am 
matched to.  

 

Potential Big Sister: ___________________________ 
 
Signature: ___________________________           
 
Date: ___________ 
 

Sister Development Chairman: ___________________________ 

Member-At-Large:  ___________________________  

Big Sister Commitment Agreement 
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• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

• Event:  
o (date)  
o (time) 
o (location) 
o (notes) 

 

Phinding Connections &  
Big Sister Events 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

BEING A BIG SISTER IS A PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT.  

It is critical you determine who is eligible and willing to serve as big sister before bid 
day. The pool needs to be determined ahead of new members making connections 
with members who are not eligible. Anyone serving in this mentor role is expected to 
meet the minimum requirement, such as:  

• Strong Academic Performance - GPA Requirement  
• Not currently on any type of status with the Standards Board  
• Current on all fraternity financial commitments  
• Not graduating in the term in which they are being match with a little 

Big/Little Matching 

The preferences of the new members are to remain the priority in the 
matching process. As long as the selection of the new member is 
someone who is eligible and willing to take a little sister the seniority, 
position or rank of the active member does not factor into the priority of 
her match.  
 
Priority goes to the preferences of the NEW MEMBER. 
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COLLECT PREFERENCES  

What to Collect	

• Collect names on an index card or 1⁄4 sheet of paper. This is actually 
important for the matching process. You may use the template included.  

• Collect 3 to 5 names from both the New Member and the pool of active 
members eligible and willing to take a little sister. 

• Ensure that each person includes their own name, signature and date.  

How to Collect: 

• Each person should complete their list in an environment without pressure 
from others.  

• They should be handed in face down directly to the SDC. They should be 
rubber banded and put in a secure place.  

• If someone is absent from the meeting where preferences are being 
collected they may email their selections to the SDC directly. 
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Do NOT:  

• There should not be any additional information collected other than the 
names. No reasons or justifications. 

• The SDC should not read them as they are being turned in or share them 
with anyone at any time. 

ASSEMBLE THE MATCHING COMMITTEE  
A committee is used as a checks and balances measure to ensure fairness in the 
matching process. 

The suggested committee is made up of:  

• SDC 
• MAL 
• Archon   
• NMEB Member (only if they are specifically in charge of big/little)  

Should any of these leaders be in the pool to take a little sister, they are to recuse 
themselves and the committee will be filled in this order.   

• Vice Archon  
• Bursar  
• Tribune  
• Scribe   

The meeting needs to happen shortly after collecting selections from new members 
and the eligible pool of bigs. It should be held in a quiet and private space. 
Roommates, members and non-members should not be present.   

MUTUAL MATCHING   

1. Sort and organize the selections into two stacks; new members, active 
members. Putting the active member stack into alphabetical order.   

2. New members can be in any order and you will use the following process 
for each. 
a. Using the new member’s slip, find her first choice.  

i. IF the new member’s first choice active also listed this new  
member first, staple both slips together   

ii. IF the new member’s first choice active did NOT list this new  
member first, set the new member aside in a third stack and  
return the active slip back to the alphabetical order   

b. Repeat this process until you have gone through the whole new  
member stack one time.   

 



 

  3. Following the first round, anyone who is stapled is matched. They each got  
their first choices, they will be happy! In most cases this will be the majority  of 
the total group.   

4. The new members not matched and the active members not matched will  
move into second round matching.   

SECOND ROUND MATCHING  

1. Begin by going through each active and new member list and cross off the 
names of anyone who is already matched. (Tip: Don’t do this aggressively to 
the point that you can’t read who it said)   

2. Start the second round the same way the first started, with the active 
members in alphabetical order, this time you will work through the new 
member stack looking to match them to their next choice that is not crossed 
off.  

a. IF the new member has a name on their list that is not crossed off AND 
that active has this new member as the highest person their list that is 
not crossed off, staple both slips together.   

b. IF the new member has a name on their list that is not crossed off AND 
that active has another new member (that is not crossed off) above this 
new member, set the new member aside in a third stack and return the 
active slip back to the alphabetical order   

3. Following the second round, you will work your way through the new 
members and actives you have left to find the highest possible match based 
off the new member’s preference.   

a. IF you have more new members left than you have active members you 
will assign twins giving preference to the new members first choice. 

b. Find the new member’s first choice in the matched pile. As long as this 
new member is listed on the big’s list, you will staple the second new 
member with the big and the twin.  

4. Should you have unmatched new members and actives and none of them 
have each other listed anywhere on their preference you will want to match 
based on personality and fit to the best of your ability (this is extremely rare).  

SHARE PAIRINGS WITH ACTIVE MEMBERS  
 
The majority of drama and disgruntled feedback comes from how you deliver the 
pairings. 

The committee (you can divide the list among each of you) should commit to 
CALLING each big sister share the decision. Again, the majority of big sisters will be 
very excited! These conversations will be brief and positive.   

Calls to big sisters who will be getting their second or third choice may initially be 
disappointed. It is important to be transparent, but positive. Use some form the 
following script when sharing the news: 
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 • Today/tonight the big/little matching committee met to process the 
selections. You have been matched with __________. While we know this 
was not your first choice, your first choice was not a mutual match. We 
think you and _________ are going to be a great pair. We are confident 
you are going to be a great mentor and guide to her during her 
membership.  
 
o If they ask any additional questions about the matching process, you 

are welcome to share the details of this matching process.  
o If they feel the integrity of process was compromised they may use the 

standards board process to discuss.  
o If they wish to no longer take a little, you may rematch the new member 

with someone else (you should not adjust any other matches in the 
process).  

o If they take any action to confront the new member(s) how, why or 
whom they ranked they may be referred to standards board for 
retaliation.  
 

• If for some reason the committee is unable to make calls to every single 
matched big, you are encouraged to at minimum call the bigs who did not 
get their first choices before emailing out the matched list. Calls should all 
be made from the matching meeting if possible, for accountability 
purposes.  
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